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II. Executive Summary1

Managing finances is challenging for most people, but it is truly daunting for  
migrants and refugees. They face numerous hurdles that range from obtaining the  
right documents to securing permission to work—obstacles that limit both their 
income and their opportunities to make longer-term investments.

Between 2019 and 2021, a research collaborative between Catholic University 
Eichstaett-Ingolstadt, Tufts University, and the International Rescue Committee 
conducted research in Jordan, Kenya, Mexico, and Uganda on refugees and migrants, 
focusing on those who had been in their host countries between three and eight years. 
We chose this time period to capture their early arrival experiences and longer-term 
coping and integration strategies. In total, we conducted 428 interviews,2 organized 
field observations, and utilized focus groups in two locations. 

The aim of our research was to understand how refugees and migrants financially 
integrated into their host surroundings and how financial services played a role in that 
integration. If we were to elevate two key insights that supersede the findings in this 
summary, they would be: 

1. Financial services do not lead to fulsome livelihoods or to financial health but 
fulsome livelihoods and improved financial health lead to the need for more 
financial services; and

2. We did not observe financial or economic integration in most instances. At best, 
adaptation occurred as respondents settled into their new surroundings. 

Our sample and methods are more fully explained in the Methods and Sample section 
of the Appendix. But we must point out that there were limitations to the research. The 
COVID-19 pandemic affected two research sites—Jordan and Kenya—where research 
was still underway. While all studies borrowed from a Grounded Theory approach, a 
method that tasks researchers with refraining from testing specific hypotheses in order 
to see what insights emerge during the course of the research, the Kenya and Jordan 
studies differed from the Mexico and Uganda studies. In Kenya and Jordan, our teams 
interviewed the same respondents (minus a few dropouts) three separate times, with 
each set of interviews picking up on different aspects of life as a refugee. In Mexico and 
Uganda, respondents were interviewed only once. The different methods and different  
 
 
 

1 “Reckoning with Reality: Five Key Findings from the FIND Studies.” The Journeys Project, 2021, https://sites.tufts.edu/journeysproj-
ect/find-symposium/. Accessed 19 November 2021.

2 This total refers to the number of interviews conducted with migrant and refugee participants. It does not include dozens of 
interviews conducted with key informants from consular offices, banks, shelters, churches, government agencies, non-profit orga-
nizations, and international organizations.
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contexts challenged our ability to draw comparisons. This report is an attempt to draw 
out similarities where possible and highlight discrepancies when findings diverged.3 

Our high-level findings4 follow:

Finding 1: For financial inclusion policies to make a positive impact, they must build 
on host government policies that give refugees rights, opportunities, and provide 
appropriate documentation. Refugees’ financial success depends on their ability to 
exercise fundamental economic rights that are often denied to them. Without the 
ability to move about freely and safely, effectively procure permission to work, or open 
a small business, financial services (such as credit, savings, and insurance) can do little 
to build the financial well-being of refugees. 

Financial Health Pyramid

Finding 2: The need for and the uses of financial services coevolve with progressions 
in the diversification of refugee livelihoods. The financial services that refugees need 
upon arrival are designed to help them survive and are distinct from services that help 
build robust livelihoods later on. Demand for services shifts depending on both the stage 
of displacement and the opportunities available. If refugees are allowed to participate in 
local and regional economies, their livelihoods progress naturally. Only after  
they find their bearings and learn new skills do they develop uses for financial  

3 Unless otherwise cited, the information in this report draws on the following: The Find Team, Reckoning with Reality, April, 2021. 
Jacobsen, Karen, and Kimberley Wilson. Supporting the Financial Health of Refugees: The Finance in Displacement (FIND) Study in 
Uganda and Mexico. December 2020. Journeys Project, https://sites.tufts.edu/journeysproject/supporting-the-financial-health-
of-refugees-the-finance-in-displacement-find-study-in-uganda-and-mexico/; Zollmann, Julie, and Catherine Wanjala. Running in 
Place, Castles of Sand: Finance in Displacement (FIND) Kenya. September 2021. Journeys Project, https://sites.tufts.edu/journeysproj-
ect/running-in-place-castles-of-sand-finance-in-displacement-find-kenya/; Swati Mehta Dhawan & Hans-Martin Zademach, Fi-
nancial Journeys of Refugees in Jordan: Empirical FINDings I, https://sites.tufts.edu/journeysproject/files/2021/05/MDW_28_2020_
FIND-Jordan-R1.pdf (2020); Dhawan, Swati Mehta, and Hans-Martin Zademach. Understanding Financial Health of Refugees in 
Jordan: Empirical FINDings II. 2021. https://www.ku.de/fileadmin/150304/Publikationen/MDW_PDFs/MDW_29__2020__FIND_
Jordan_R2__.pdf; Wilson, Kimberley. “Financial Integration in Refugee Economies: Evidence from Uganda.” Journeys Project, Octo-
ber 2020, https://sites.tufts.edu/journeysproject/financial-integration-in-refugee-economies-evidence-from-uganda/. Accessed 
21 November 2021; Julie Zollmann, et al. , Refuge? Refugees’ stories of rebuilding their lives in Kenya (Epsilon, 2021).

4 “Reckoning with Reality,” The Journeys Project, 2021, https://sites.tufts.edu/journeysproject/find-symposium/. 
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services. As a companion finding, elaborated on in Finding 3, we learned that refugees 
and migrants value mainstream financial services popular with host populations versus 
those that are designed specifically for them. 

Finding 3: Financial service providers (remittance, mobile money, banking, and MFI 
services) need not create new services for refugees. Instead, they should adapt 
existing mainstream solutions that are popular with the host population by making 
necessary adjustments (such as language or documentation needs). Different 
organizations have been nudging refugees into services, channels, or platforms that are 
not yet mature or have not yet found solid footing within host populations. For example, 
services that rely on networks, such as remittances via mobile wallets, may only be in an 
experimental stage with a host population, as is the case in Jordan. As such, one cannot 
expect widespread adoption by refugees. This finding is important for two reasons. First, 
refugees and migrants do not constitute a market; they are not a homogeneous group 
defined by similar traits, customs, and preferences. They speak different languages, 
have different priorities, and engage in different financial practices. Their livelihoods 
and financial needs evolve at different paces and in different ways. Because of this 
population’s diversity, a supplier would need to develop a business case for each market 
subset, an expensive proposition. Second, refugees and migrants are not a segregated 
group either in camps or in urban areas. They interact with members of the host 
population and can observe the financial products their hosts use.

Finding 4: The uncertainty of long-term prospects discourages refugee investment 
in skills and assets, limits self-reliance, and produces a permanent dependence 
on charity. Instead, they invest energy in hoping for resettlement, a highly 
unlikely prospect for most. In two of our research countries, Kenya and Jordan, an 
overwhelming majority of respondents believed that resettling to a third country was 
the only way to improve their circumstances. Not being able to obtain a work permit, 
become a legal resident, legally own business assets, or even buy basic necessities like 
a SIM card, deterred investment in new skills, property ownership, or business assets. 
In our other two country sites, Uganda and Mexico, where rights were more easily 
accessed, migrants and refugees could obtain work more steadily and tended to trade 
up their assets, diversify their income streams, steady their cash flow, grow their social 
and economic networks, and invest in education for themselves and their children.

Finding 5. Our “financial health” framework modified for refugees is useful for 
analyzing the role of financial services in people’s financial health. We found that 
financial services are only one contributing factor to financial health. Certain 
financial services can be utterly irrelevant if more important conditions are not in place, 
such as the ability to obtain identity documents, to work, and to move freely.

Consequently, we adapted the Council for Financial Inclusion’s Financial Health 
Framework5 for use in displacement contexts. In our framework, refugees or migrants 
are “financially healthy” when they can:

5 Jacobsen, Karen, and Kimberley Wilson. Supporting the Financial Health of Refugees: The Finance in Displacement (FIND) Study in 
Uganda and Mexico. December 2020. p. 16. Journeys Project, https://sites.tufts.edu/journeysproject/supporting-the-financial-
health-of-refugees-the-finance-in-displacement-find-study-in-uganda-and-mexico/. Accessed 19 November 2021.
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1.  Meet basic needs. This is achieved when refugees or migrants can access the 
resources they need such as food, shelter, clothing, medicine, or other essential 
products and services. This indicator matters both at the arrival phase and all 
subsequent phases. 

2.  Comfortably manage debt. Refugees and migrants frequently arrive indebted to 
smugglers and those who financed their journeys (friends, family, others). Debt 
can pile up as they begin to settle. Too much debt can render individuals and 
households vulnerable to ostracization, extortion, and poor mental health. 

3.  Recover from financial setbacks. Loss of a job, a medical emergency, or 
destruction of an asset (such as a house, a bicycle, or a sewing machine) can 
produce financial hardship. Being able to borrow from social networks, access 
humanitarian aid, or dip into savings enables recovery from these unforeseen 
stumbling blocks.

4.  Invest in opportunities. Many refugees arrive stripped of their physical assets 
and cash savings. In the right conditions and with the right mindset, refugees and 
migrants may find over time that they have the savings they need to invest in 
education, training, or better housing. 

5.  Ability to expand planning horizons. Over time, new arrivals move from daily hand-
to-mouth struggles to a place where they can increase their economic activities. 
They find themselves able to imagine a financial future beyond the present day. 

The following chart illustrates how financial services co-evolve with progressions in 
livelihoods and how robust livelihoods and financial service contribute to financial 
health.

    
How financial services coevolve with growing livelihoods, both working together 
to influence financial health

Executive Sum
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III. Policy Recommendations

Three years since the adoption by the international community of the Global Compact 
on Refugees (GCR)—a multi sector program of action to support countries hosting large 
numbers of refugees and build refugee self-reliance and financial inclusion—lack of 
political will and leadership is limiting progress.6 For a vast majority of our respondents, 
financial health remains elusive. Host and donor governments committed to the  
GCR as well as private sector and humanitarian practitioners should implement the  
following recommendations to live up to their commitments and enhance refugees’ 
financial health: 

1. Host governments 

• Create a welcoming economy by removing barriers blocking refugees access to their 
rights at a foundational level, including eliminating barriers and restrictions to legal 
work, and limitations on freedom of movement. 

• Include refugees in national policies and services including social protection, education, 
health, and national financial inclusion policies. 

• Increase bureaucratic efficiency and transparency and ease access to refugee 
documentation and permits required to secure a decent livelihood, without 
discrimination on the basis of nationality.

• Provide easily accessible and regularly updated information through official channels 
about immigration procedures and pursuing employment or business activities, finding 
housing, language classes, and childcare.

• Challenge current norms held by government service providers, employers, and financial 
service suppliers that stigmatize refugees and block them from using mainstream services. 

• Provide a clear path towards long-term solutions to help refugees plan for the future. 
Examples include pathways to residency, new work opportunities, and skills-building. 

2. Host governments and financial regulators

• Ensure refugees from all nationalities can access mainstream financial services, by 
providing a clear regulatory framework and guidance for financial service providers 
that permit the use of alternative forms of government-issued refugee identification 
documents, through tiered or simplified Know Your-Customer and customer due 
diligence requirements based on a proportionate risk-based approach that balances 
proof of identity requirements with risks associated with terrorism and money 
laundering.  

• Ensure access to mobile phones and SIM cards for refugees.

6 International Rescue Committee The Global Compact on Refugees Three Years On: Navigating barriers and maximizing incentives 
in support of refugees and host countries. https://www.rescue.org/report/global-compact-refugees-three-years-navigating-barri-
ers-and-maximizing-incentives-support?edme=true
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3. Donors and multilaterals

• Advocate for full economic and financial inclusion of refugees in policy dialogue with 
host countries.

• UNHCR should reduce uncertainty for refugees by increasing long-term livelihood 
options while providing clear and regular communication regarding resettlement from 
the country, as well as regular updates on individual applications, ideally through 
digital tracking of their application status.

• Increase flexible funding for community-based organizations (CBOs), refugee-led 
organizations, and religious organizations that often do the heavy lifting when it  
comes to new arrivals and long-term arrivals unable to survive without charity.

4. Financial service providers and mobile network operators

• Authorize the use of alternative forms of government-issued refugee ID documents 
for accessing services where government policies allow and implement the policy 
consistently across branches.

• Collaborate with humanitarian partners to make mainstream financial services 
relevant to refugees and tailored to the needs of refugee women. This includes 
translating products and marketing materials to refugee languages.

• Improve customer service, address complaints regarding handling procedures, and 
quickly redress grievances. 

• Provide training to refugees, including women, about available services and how  
they can access them.

5. Humanitarian practitioners

• Work with financial service providers to improve access to formal and informal ser-
vices, including through sharing information and helping refugees negotiate barriers to 
access and sensitizing banks to particular issues and needs of the refugee population.

• Combine financial services with livelihood support programs, including skills-building, 
vocational training, and financial literacy, including guidance and information to 
navigate documentation requirements, cross-cultural exchanges with the host 
community, and expanding social networks, while addressing specific barriers  
women face and via support for refugee-led and community-based organizations. 

Finally, one overarching recommendation for practitioners, policymakers, financial 
institutions, and researchers is to adopt the Financial Health Framework to evaluate the 
impact of financial interventions. 

• Evaluate success of new financial services using the adapted Financial Health 
Framework.

• Research and set benchmarks for the five refugee financial health indicators, to define, 
for example: what is a desirable lump-sum? Or, what is “comfortably” manageable 
debt? Specific benchmarks will help practitioners and researchers measure and re-
spond to financial health outcomes in different displacement contexts.

Policy Recom
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IV. Livelihoods

While the research team focused on the aim of the study—that is, how refugees and 
migrants integrate financially in their new surroundings—we realized early in the study 
that our respondents wanted to report first about their livelihoods. We have structured 
the report to first discuss the ways in which our sample earned an income and then 
how those earning streams were aided by financial services. 

First jobs

Most jobs held by respondents were found outside of the regulatory structures that 
characterize formal, salaried employment. Working both legally and illegally, migrants 
and refugees in all sites were primarily found operating in unregulated settings, far 
from the protection of job contracts or legal recourse. 

There is no clear pattern of how refugees and migrants secure their first jobs. In Kenya, 
Mexico, and Uganda, refugees’ first jobs were typically menial labor positions given to 
them by churches, local NGOs, and locally based co-nationals (migrants and refu-
gees hailing from the same countries). Referrals from co-nationals were also crucial in 
finding work. In all research sites, local residents would also offer low-paying work that 
ranged from washing clothes and cleaning homes in the city or, in the case of the Bidi 
Bidi settlement in Uganda, working the land. 

First jobs in Kenya were hard to come by and usually included informal labor or home-
based businesses, both of which were fragile livelihoods that depended on the mercy 
of local authorities. In Jordan, many Syrians made their way to Amman via the camps. 
They had to find a Jordanian sponsor in order to leave the camp, requiring many to 
frantically search for outside contacts. 

Urban livelihoods 

In urban research sites, it was common to see several kinds of incomes in a household, 
as is common among low-income people in general in these settings. However, even if 
our respondents had several jobs, most could barely cover their day-to-day expenses 
or save money. It took several years to get work that matched their skills, even with the 
support of their networks. While a few found financial success, most struggled to make 
ends meet, doing their best to avoid exploitative work.

In Kenya, many refugees engaged in high-frequency hawking of prepared foods and 
trading colorful, printed cloth. Those with an education were sometimes able to 
procure better-paying jobs, but usually only temporarily and informally, as they were 
nearly always denied work permits when they applied. Unable to work, many were 
unable to put their skills to use in building a livelihood. For example, a male refugee 

Livelihoods
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had previously served as a medical doctor, but during our interviews he revealed he 
was reduced to helping his wife prepare food she would then sell in the street. Others 
could hide for a while in professional jobs masquerading as Kenyans, but they could 
not enjoy any form of security. They knew it was a matter of time before they were 
discovered and forced to quit. Respondents were always on the lookout for local 
authorities waiting to either fine or shutter them. 

In the urban areas of Jordan, most respondents depended on income from informal 
work, which was paid on a daily or weekly basis and was highly seasonal. They 
worked in the construction or agricultural sectors or as porters—on and offloading 
heavy goods in the local markets. Syrians could obtain work permits more easily 
than Yemenis, Sudanese, Somalis, and Iraqis, who were not allowed to work at all.7 
Consequently, many non-Syrians worked furtively, assuming low-paying construction 
jobs or operating businesses from their homes, out of view of the authorities. While 
home-based businesses were technically legal for Syrians, they were not legal for 
non-Syrians, and yet were one of the few strategies that non-Syrians could use to 
survive. To avoid detection, women took up daily-wage work such as cleaning houses 
or providing beauty services on-demand at clients’ homes. 

Our Central American and Haitian respondents in Tijuana engaged in both wage labor 
and self-employment, providing a range of services from hair braiding to construction 
work. Wage labor usually included low-skilled formal and informal jobs in factories, 
construction companies, restaurants and hotels, and domestic work. 

Settlement and camp livelihoods

In Bidi Bidi, Uganda, a large settlement near the border of South Sudan, respondents 
could receive a plot of land on which to grow animal fodder and food. They were 
allowed to run businesses and were encouraged to trade with local Ugandans, but 
despite these government affordances, businesses in Bidi Bidi were modest. Many 
refugees brought cattle and other physical assets like sewing machines or brewing 
equipment from South Sudan, which they sold to raise capital for their businesses or 
make ends meet. For example, a South Sudanese respondent brought a solar panel 
with him to Bidi Bidi. He sold the panel and used the funds to purchase inventory for 
a liquor-brewing business. Most small businesses are related to the needs of other 
settlement residents, such as clothes-making, liquor-brewing, and firewood provision. 
We can see another story of a refugee-owned small business in a refugee camp in 
Kenya below:

7 Yet most did not have one. As Syrians they were more accepted by Jordanians (including the authorities) than other nationalities 
and did not see the need for a permit, especially outside Amman. Several worked in supermarkets or restaurants/cafes or in facto-
ries with a monthly payment without work permits.

Livelihoods
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Sally’s Story8 – Brewing beats teaching when it comes  
to earnings

Sally is South Sudanese by nationality, even though she has never left the 
Kakuma camp. Her parents fled South Sudan for Kenya in 1992. They struggled 
to earn enough money to send their children to a school just outside the 
camp borders, where her father felt that the teachers were better trained. Her 
father had to quit his low-paying job building refugee houses with the National 
Council of Churches of Kenya (NCCK) to pay for tuition. He started a nyama 
choma (roasted meat) and changaa (homemade alcohol) business. 

It was not the life Sally chose, but she has tried to make the most of it. Her 
job as a teacher brought in KES 5200 per month (which was about $52, lower 
than the consumption poverty line in the country), and she usually saved 
part of that every month in a bank account. She saved until she had enough 
money to buy some brewing equipment of her own and start a wholesale 
changaa business. She also rented out her equipment for extra cash. In total, 
she made about three to four times as much money from her changaa business 
as her teaching job. Her business income was a helpful cushion when she 
lost her teaching job due to COVID-19 budget cuts. Between her income and 
remittances from her sister and other extended family members, Sally’s family 
has achieved a level of comfort and resilience. But they would gladly walk away 
from all of it if they had a chance to leave the camp for good, a chance to build 
their lives on more solid, permanent foundations.

Volunteer work (for pay) 

Humanitarian organizations in Kenya, Jordan, and Uganda hire refugees to assist in 
their refugee work. The practice makes sense—refugee workers know the plight of 
their people and speak their language. If they can speak both their native languages 
and those of their host country (or English), this qualifies them to be eligible for vol-
unteer work. In these situations, NGOs must offer pay below a government threshold. 
This is ostensibly so they can comply with local laws that bar them from employing 
refugees without work permits, though in some places, like Kenya, it is also part of a 
UNHCR cap on affiliates’ wages, justified by wage “harmonization” policies. 

In Jordan, respondents worked as volunteers in exchange for a transportation al-
lowance to make home visits to refugees, organize community initiatives, conduct 
trainings, and provide administrative support. The allowance was modest in Jordan 
($210—$350 per month), but it provided a dignified and regular income. This kind of 
work was especially suitable for women and non-Syrian refugees who otherwise had 

8 Zollmann, Julie, and Catherine Wanjala. Running in Place, Castles of Sand: Finance in Displacement (FIND) Kenya. September 2021. pp. 
3-4. Journeys Project, https://sites.tufts.edu/journeysproject/running-in-place-castles-of-sand-finance-in-displacement-find-ken-
ya/. Accessed 19 November 2021.

Livelihoods
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limited opportunities. In the camps in Kenya, these “volunteer” wages typically ranged 
between $40-60 per month, and were often below the poverty line, raising questions 
about UNHCR and affiliates’ commitments to the decent work agenda.

Livelihood Progressions and Reversals

Scenario A: Urban progressions in a welcoming economy

As we interviewed respondents, we saw patterns emerge. In welcoming economies—
those with policies that allowed refugees and migrants to obtain documentation, 
work, and live and move outside of camps—such as Mexico and Uganda (what we call 
“Scenario A” economies), migrants might arrive penniless. During their first days and 
weeks after arrival (the “Arrival Phase”), they depended on the kindness of strangers, 
friends and family, houses of worship, and local charities to survive. Now and then, 
some might receive remittances from families abroad. 

After some time (a few months at most), respondents would find their bearings, locate 
a place to live, and begin earning an income. These income streams, except for a few 
exceptions in Mexico, were typically meager. Respondents might wash dishes, clean 
homes, or sweep the steps of the local church or mosque, all for less than $1 a day.  
We termed this phase the “Survivelihood Phase”; they were earning just enough  
money to survive.

Then after some months, respondents would begin to progress. If they were bussing 
tables at a restaurant, they might get promoted to wait staff and earn more. If they 
were sweeping the floor of a hair salon, they might be asked to braid hair for higher 
pay. They could open a small business, usually from home or on the street, and 
again improve their incomes. We termed this phase the “Ratcheting Phase” where 
livelihoods would become more robust, both in income and diversity. Many were doing 
well enough to abandon any thoughts of moving back home or to a third country. 
Instead, they would stay, get their children an education, and expand their businesses. 

Emmanuel and Marie’s Story – A Ratcheting Success Story in a 
Welcoming Economy

In 2012 Emmanuel and Marie, a Congolese couple, arrived in Kampala with 
two children, a baby, and zero funds. During their first week in the city, 
they relied on the Old Kampala Police Station for food. Emmanuel worked 
low-paid construction jobs at first, earning between $2.70-5.40 a day. He 
learned English, allowing him to move out of wage labor and into brokering 
construction materials across the border to the DRC and Rwanda. 

Marie took a cosmetology course offered by Jesuit Relief Services. The course 
lasted seven months, convening daily from 9:30 am – 4 pm. Marie brought her 
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baby to class. After earning a certificate, she “walked from salon to salon” 
until she found an unpaid internship at Treasure Salon. After three months, the 
internship turned into a job that paid about $110 per month, covering the cost 
of childcare (about $16 per month). She stuck with the job for seven months 
and then quit. Between the expense of childcare and the chemicals she was 
inhaling daily, she figured that finding new work was a better option. But during 
her stint at Treasure Salon, Marie was able to put some money aside. She 
then attended courses at another NGO, Young African Refugees for Integral 
Development (YARID), to learn to tailor and found a job as a seamstress in a 
local business. She stayed for three months and then returned to YARID as a 
trainer. She parlayed that work into starting her own sewing business and now 
has a shop that offers tailoring services and sells kitenges (colorful fabrics for 
multiple uses) and children’s clothes. Marie went on to start another business 
where she shopped online for clients—a concierge service of sorts. 

With the income from Marie’s businesses and Emmanuel’s brokerage, the 
couple could afford to rent their apartment (about $30 per month), Marie’s 
shop (about $ 40 per month), and pay $35 per term for her eldest child’s 
tuition, which increased to $55 per term. Her second child would soon enter 
kindergarten with fees of $35 per term.

We can deduce the reasons Emmanuel and Marie were able to grow their activities. 
First, Uganda allows refugees to live outside camps, work, and start businesses, but 
equally important is that their household had two wage earners and two parents to 
watch over the children. Emmanuel’s ability to learn English was also helpful, as were 
the classes that Marie attended. The couple could weave together assorted income 
flows, allocating them between household needs and investments in their various 
income streams, driving all activities forward. Below, we can see how livelihoods like 
Emmanuel and Marie’s can develop in welcoming economies: 

Ratcheting up in a welcoming economy

Livelihoods
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A two-income household in a welcoming economy

Marie and Emmanuel’s portfolio upon arrival

As a couple they were able to weave together different strands of income to help 
support each other and grow the earnings of the household.

Initially, their sources of income and their expenses were simple. So too was their use 
of financial instruments. Their initial income was so meager, that they had little use for 
anything more than the crudest financial services.

But over time, as they found their financial footing, their sources of income expanded 
as did their earnings. Expenses and investments also grow. And to manage more 
income, they widened their use of financial instruments. Eventually their portfolio 
included membership in traditional and NGO-formed savings clubs (tontines and 
village savings and loan clubs, as well as microfinance savings loan accounts. And they 
looked forward to opening an account with Equity Bank. 

Livelihoods
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Scenario B: Urban progressions in a less welcoming economy

We’ve seen how refugees have been able to find success in welcoming economies, 
but how have they fared in less welcoming (“Scenario B”) economies? These are 
environments in which refugees and migrants have massive work and mobility 
restrictions, as well as obstacles to obtaining basic necessities like a SIM card. In urban 
environments in Jordan and Kenya, we did not observe the Ratcheting Phase taking 
place. With few exceptions, most would be stuck in the Survivelihood Phase, their 
options and activities flatlining, never reaching the Ratcheting Phase. Worse, many 
would see their income-generating activities decline or inch along in fits and starts. 
COVID-19 only worsened their prospects. We, therefore, renamed this phase in these 
contexts to “Livelihood-Chasing” Phase—chasing livelihoods that produced paltry and 
usually very irregular incomes. 

Shortly after refugees and migrants arrived in the city, they depended heavily on 
charity, remittances, and support from others in their ethnic communities. Those that 
arrived with some money or other assets spent them as they adjusted to city life, tried 
to overcome the trauma of their journey, and found a place to live. Sometimes they 
were lucky and found a low-paying job quickly, such as informally working as a security 
guard (which paid about $60 per month). As they adjusted, they would often find what 
we call “survivelihood activities,” where they could patch together informal work, like 
cleaning a church, doing laundry, or street vending to help contribute to shared living 
expenses. Such work rarely left much for savings, and refugees continued to struggle to 
contribute to rent and regular food expenses. 

Some, but not all, graduated to finding more lucrative forms of self-employment such 
as working as a barber or a musician, trading second-hand clothes or shoes, hawking 
fabrics or bedsheets, and selling cooked foods or running small restaurants. However, 
very few of these efforts turned into long-term enterprises. Instead, they frequently 
started, sputtered, and stopped. So instead of becoming trained and growing a 

Marie and Emmanuel’s portfolio after three years.
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single business, refugees often found themselves starting over in entirely new fields 
after recurrent setbacks. Below, we can see how livelihoods fail to progress in a less 
welcoming economy:

Chasing livelihoods in a less welcoming economy

We observed examples of positive deviants in all sites, refugees who could make a go 
of things despite their circumstances. Initially, for Abu Samer (a Syrian in Jordan), 
livelihood prospects seemed promising. He was able to achieve prosperity through 
frugality, creativity, and hard work. Yet over time, those prospects became less 
promising. We can see this in his story below: 

Abu Samer’s Story – Fortitude and resourcefulness, helpful but 
not enough

Abu Samer, a Syrian, was doing well and lived a textbook example of “ratchet-
ing.” He managed to have diverse income streams. He was ferrying Jordanian 
and Syrian children to school, buying a school in partnership with his Jordanian 
contacts, running the canteen at the school with his two wives, selling vege-
tables using his pickup van, selling bread to the families of the Syrian children 
he transported, and working on farms with his entire family during summer 
months. He also took many risks; he bought mini-buses and pickup vans under 
the names of his Jordanian partners (having a Jordanian partner is required by 
law for Syrians to open a business), even investing in the school bus without a 
legal contract for his investment. This allowed him to quickly grow and diversify 
his income streams—some big and some small. His family’s frugality funded all 
this entrepreneurship: Abu Samer and his wife and children sacrificed luxuries, 
like buying costly beds, and instead opted to sleep on the floor.

But, over time, Abu Samer was hit with one setback after another. He lost his 
mini-bus to unscrupulous local business partners and was even deported to 
a camp. After each setback, he managed to start again. Then the pandemic 
arrived. With COVID-19, Abu Samer lost his primary income source as the 
schools remained closed. He has been able to suffice financially, selling 
vegetables from his pickup van. Still, he was not optimistic about his future.  
Last we talked with him, he was hoping to be resettled in Canada. 

Livelihoods
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Camp progressions

In Kakuma settlement in Kenya, restrictions made life difficult, but the surrounding econo-
my offered possibilities, especially with regards to schooling. However, unlike Bidi Bidi, 
refugees were not given a plot of land to farm, nor were they given work permits (except for 
limited opportunities in teaching and volunteering). Refugees were meant to work in the 
camps, but not outside them. People did operate small businesses, but exclusively for camp 
clientele. This made entering a Ratcheting Phase challenging, if not impossible. See below 
to read Ali’s story which shows how the ratcheting process can collapse:

Ali’s Story9 – A Somali family rebuilds its life only to see it destroyed

Ali and his family fled from Somalia in 2011 and relocated to Kenya’s Kakuma 
refugee camp—leaving behind their father’s shop. The shop was a golden 
goose that brought in $500 per month, enough for the family of five to live on 
comfortably. Now 22, Ali relays their story:

“In the camp, it was hard for my dad to start a business. He was used to running 
shops, but to do that, he needed a lot of capital—something we definitely did 
not have. My father got the idea to serve as a sort of facilitator and advisor to a 
large number of shops within the settlement. He helped them link to and manage 
suppliers, which improved shop sales. From this, he was able to create a salary for 
himself of about $200 per month. He saved as much as he could, so he could start 
his own shop, attached to our house, after about a year. 

“Once my father’s shop was going, things got better. But in late 2014, gunmen 
broke into our home and ordered us all to lay on the ground. My father screamed, 
and they stabbed him in the belly. He fell to the floor moaning while they looted 
his shop completely, ordered my mother to hand over her savings, and then raped 
two of my sisters right in front of us. My mother pleaded with them to stop, to just 
take what they wanted, but to leave the girls alone. I will never forget my sisters’ 
cries. They left with all of our things, all of our money, and my sisters’ lives as they 
knew them. 

“They survived but are still in therapy. It wasn’t just the rape they had to endure. 
People immediately blamed the girls for what happened, even when they were still 
in the hospital 

with my father recovering. After this horrible incident, UN officials came, promis-
ing to start the process of resettlement, so we could be safe. It took three years, 
but we were approved to go to the USA in 2017. But before we left, we were told 
that America has banned immigrants from Somalia from entering the country. 
Once one country has approved you for resettlement, no other country can take 
you again. So that’s it. We are stuck in this tiny hell.” 

9 Julie Zollmann, et. al., Refuge? Refugees’ stories of rebuilding their lives in Kenya (Epsilon, 2021).
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In Bidi Bidi, Uganda, livelihood stability is tenuous at best. Food rations do not always 
arrive on time and sometimes not at all; many inhabitants are left to scramble. 
We were able to observe minimal livelihood development in Bidi Bidi. We did find 
exceptions that might light the way for others but believe that conditions were such 
that the chances of thriving in this camp setting were rare. Kadi’s story below is one  
of those exceptions, but it should not be taken as a blueprint for success. 

Kadi’s Story – Trading up goats for a cow in Bidi Bidi settlement

Kadi arrived in December 2017. Formerly married to a Ugandan man, she left 
him and now cares for their seven children. In South Sudan, Kadi sold cooked 
food and groundnuts, which netted her about $20 a day. She was doing well. 
When she reached Bidi Bidi, Kadi bought five goats from other refugees who 
had brought livestock with them to the settlement. Each goat cost her about 
$13.50. Kadi then exchanged the goats for a cow that she kept in the care of a 
Ugandan herdsman who tended other people’s livestock for a living. 

Their arrangement was that after the cow had birthed three calves, Kadi would 
give the herder a goat. Her cow, worth about $165 at the time of the interview, 
had not yet had a calf. But Kadi needed immediate income. She still had some 
funds left after her initial expenses and used them to buy tomatoes to resell. 
However, the margins were too slim to continue, so she liquidated her food 
rations and sold them to local Ugandans. Kadi was able to net a little less than 
$5, but it was enough to cultivate a plot of land to harvest chia. 

Barriers and Enablers to Robust Livelihoods
Across all sites, we observed barriers that prevented people from livelihoods that paid 
well and were dignified, two priorities for our respondents. Those barriers supported 
our key finding that fundamental economic rights must be in place for livelihoods to 
develop. Without such foundations in place, other services (such as training programs 
and financial services) have a reduced, marginal, and short-lived impact. Below, we have 
identified a few key barriers that must be overcome if refugee livelihoods are to grow. 

Burdensome, expensive, and sometimes inaccessible documentation 
and permissions

Nearly every conversation we had in all four sites highlighted the many attempts that 
refugees must make to secure documentation. To drive a vehicle, rent an apartment, 
enroll a child in school, open a bank account, visit a health clinic, purchase a SIM 
card, or retrieve a remittance and countless other tasks, refugees and migrants had to 
have proper documentation. This includes not just state-issued documentation but 
documentation that locals and various registries accepted. 

Livelihoods
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Somalis in Jordan offer an example. Accomplishing the smallest of tasks, such as 
buying a SIM card, was out of reach because to do so required a passport. Getting 
a work permit was next to impossible, and the consequences of working under the 
table were harsh. One spokesperson said, “When police detain Somali refugees, they 
are investigated and treated unfairly as if they killed someone. Somalis have not done 
anything wrong except working illegally to cover their living expenses.”

Refugees in Kenya experienced similar red tape. As one respondent said, “I went 
[to the UN offices] time after time for interviews, and it took me a whole three to 
four years to get both [a refugee ID card and alien card]…. The process is tiresome!” 
With or without documents, refugees—especially men—encountered persistent 
harassment from police who demanded bribes to allow them to simply exist. Refugees 
registered in the city were not allowed to move outside Nairobi without written 
permission. Similarly, those in camps could not leave without written permission. 
Government resistance to integrating refugee identification into national ID systems 
denied refugees in Nairobi the right to register a SIM card in their name, register a 
linked M-PESA mobile money account in their name, or obtain other documentation 
necessary for earning a living such as certificates of good conduct. 

The table below—taken from research in Tijuana—illustrates the confusing maze of 
documents required to access a particular permit or service.

Requirements
Bank 
Account

Seguro 
Popular

Emergency 
Health Care

Formal 
Employment

Education

Apostilled education 
records ✓

Bank account ✓

Birth certificate ✓

CURP (like a US SS 
number) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Email address ✓

Fingerprint registration ✓

Mexican phone 
number ✓

No requirements ✓

Proof of address 
(electric bill, phone bill, 
bank statement, etc.)

✓ ✓

Livelihoods
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Requirements
Bank 
Account

Seguro 
Popular

Emergency 
Health Care

Formal 
Employment

Education

Valid passport ✓

Valid permanent or 
temporary residency 
permit

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

 

In Mexico, if a bank employee suspected a migrant was using their account for illicit 
purposes, the employee could request further documentation. The suspicion did not 
need to be supported by any evidence and was entirely at the employee’s discretion. A 
consular official from El Salvador said he had been denied a bank account because he 
“lacked credibility.” 

Social networks

Social networks included both “bonding capital” (bonding with members of your own 
community or group) and “bridging capital,” (bonding with members outside your 
community or group) which grew from networks that included the host population.10 
When both were robust, the social networks for refugees did much of the work 
traditionally done by financial services. Members of a social network invested capital  
in starting up or expanding businesses. They also helped manage financial risk, 
providing food, housing, or cash (as gifts and loans) during difficult times. 

In Jordan, Syrians had the closest connections with Jordanians. Respondents agreed 
that the similarity in cultures, shared language, and tribal affiliations strengthened 
these connections, giving Syrians access to jobs, business opportunities, links to 
suppliers, and financial resources. 

In Kenya, social networks grew out of previous customs. For example, many of the 
Burundian and Congolese refugees identified as Banyamulenge and on arrival sought 
to connect with others from their tribe to help them learn how to navigate the city. 
They found community through churches in neighborhoods where others from their 
ethnic group had settled. 

There is a long legacy of Somali settlement in Nairobi, and most of our Somali 
respondents were able to plug into those established networks in the city. Unlike 
Ethiopian networks, the Somali networks typically included close family connections.  
In some cases, respondents were able to leverage networks to start and grow 
businesses. Some of our respondents relied heavily on the communal practice of 
shaxad in which other Somalis donated money for needy recipients’ upkeep. 

For many (though this is less true for Somalis), refugee social networks in Nairobi were 
not particularly diverse. They tended to have a low capacity to provide financing and  
 

10 Gittell, Ross & Vidal, Avis. (2000). Community Organizing: Building Social Capital as a Development Strategy. 10.2307/2654436.
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connections needed to navigate shocks to start and expand businesses, invest in 
education, and pursue new opportunities. While refugees were more likely than 
Kenyans to have a source of international remittances, for many, those could only be 
called upon in times of genuine crisis and were not particularly useful in providing 
capital for income-earning opportunities. 

In Mexico, the differences between Haitian and Central Americans were stark. 
Haitians appeared to have more robust community networks, both in Tijuana and 
abroad. Haitians tended to live close to one another, establishing networks and small 
communities within Tijuana that fostered greater integration. These tighter networks 
among Haitians supported members with investment funds and helped them find 
places to stay. As Haitian migrants arrived in Tijuana, they began to form close-knit 
communities that served as informal centers of information and resources. Conversely, 
Central American migrants failed to develop these networks and were spread 
throughout the city, unable to rely on one another. This dynamic presented challenges 
not only for the Central American migrants themselves but for the organizations 
looking to serve them. 

Business capital 

Demand for grants or investments in business startups began to appear in the 
Survivelihood Phase and matured in the Ratcheting Phase, where ratcheting became 
possible through loans and microloans. While we met respondents in Uganda who 
could use loans productively, we also met respondents in Jordan, who, desperate to 
make ends meet, would use their loans for consumption purposes. Borrowing was 
risky for refugees not only because of the risks they already faced by being refugees 
but because of new dangers caused by opening a business. Authorities could shutter a 
business with no consequence or force the business to move. Locals could exploit the 
refugee partner for personal gain. Any of these activities could produce business failure. 

Safety from exploitation, discrimination, violence, and harassment

Harm took place in multiple ways in both urban and camp settings. Let’s begin with 
exploitation and discrimination. Such threats took various forms, from wage theft to a 
relentless demand for bribes. Refugees would find work time and again from members 
of the host community and complete the work as planned, only to find that their 
employers would pay them half of what was owed or sometimes nothing at all.  
To illustrate this, we turn to Abbas, one of our Yemeni respondents in Jordan:
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theft

Abbas, a male Yemeni in Jordan, found work through Open Sooq, a job-match-
ing platform. He explained, “I just put up an ad online saying: ‘Yemeni looking 
for any work.’ But I found work in [the] Dead Sea and all faraway places. I 
worked with a man in January 2020 for four days to install solar energy panels 
in Aqaba, Karak, Irbid, and Dead Sea. He was paying me about $35 a day, and I 
worked for four days. But he paid me for only two days. I could not do anything 
about this.” 

The informality of his work left him without a way to contest his circumstance. 
Legal support organizations claim that refugees have the right to contest this, 
even without a work contract. However, most of our research participants (ex-
cept one Syrian and one Sudanese) believed this was impossible.

Wage theft was also widespread in Mexico. A woman from Central America reported 
that she had worked for a woman downtown, caring for her children and cleaning her 
apartment. “The work was really tough,” she said. “I had to care for the two kids, do 
all the cleaning, do her laundry, grocery shopping… I would even bring my own food. 
She said she would pay me $60 a week. When the time came, she only paid me only 
$34.78. I thought maybe she would pay me the rest later.” But she never did. Her story 
parallels Abbas’s. She received about half what was promised. 

In Kenya, exploitation was just as commonplace. Respondents complained about wage 
discrimination or being cheated out of their pay because of their refugee status. This 
encouraged some to conceal their nationalities in order to find fair wages. One refugee 
respondent worked as a mechanic and reported that clients often tried to underpay him 
when they realized he was foreign. He was proud of learning to copy the Kenyan dialect 
so that he could pass more easily. He had one repair job that brought in $500, and he 
believed that he was able to ask for this kind of money because he passed as Kenyan. 

Violence and harassment were pervasive in our studied communities. We explore 
in more detail how women face violence in harassment in the Gender section of this 
report, but it’s important to emphasize that the need for safety and protection was not 
exclusive to women. Refugee men faced persistent harassment and extortion from 
locals and the police. Our female respondents in Kenya and Jordan reported minimal 
police harassment and agreed that the police targeted male refugees. Respondents 
believed that the reason why the police target men is that they are the ones with 
money who can readily pay bribes. One of our South Sudanese respondents told us his 
story of police abuse: 

11 Dhawan, Swati Mehta, and Hans-Martin Zademach. Understanding Financial Health of Refugees in Jordan: Empirical FINDings II. 2021. 
pp. 40-41. https://www.ku.de/fileadmin/150304/Publikationen/MDW_PDFs/MDW_29__2020__FIND_Jordan_R2__.pdf.
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A South Sudanese Kenya – One of many instances of police 
harassment

Our respondent and his brother used to work informally at a car wash and 
would leave work just after midnight. They were arrested more than three 
times without cause as they walked home: 

“They don’t even take you to the police station; they just tell you, ‘Just give 
us something before we take you in.’ You personally, you know if you get 
inside a police station it will be a different thing. So, if I had made $9.00 (KES 
1,000) that day, I gave them $4.50 (KES 500). Last time there was a meeting 
with refugees and the police, and I complained about this. The big boss said I 
should come to the station and report them. Now, if I go to the police station 
and report it, and then they know who I am, won’t it make my situation even 
worse? They can even kill you… Once, they stopped us on the way home and 
claimed they saw my brother buying drugs. They took him to the station, beat 
him, even wounded his eye. They were telling us to bring $180 (KES 20,000), 
and Mum said, ‘Okay, do whatever you want with him.’ After they realized 
these people were not playing, they said, ‘Okay, just bring what you have.’ We 
tried and told them we only [had] $18 (KES 2,000). They said ‘No, come with 
$73 (KES 8,000).’ So we went and looked for $45 (KES 5,000). Once we gave 
them $50 (KES 5,500), they let my brother go.” 

The threat of violence had an enormous impact on our respondents’ economic lives. 
Fear of being attacked led people to pay rents higher than they otherwise would. 
In all sites, respondents sought to improve their quality of housing as quickly as 
possible. An individual or family would often start out by sharing a cramped space 
with many others in a low-income residential neighborhood. But, after experiencing 
repeated threats or hearing stories of violence, they would come to prioritize safe 
surroundings—that naturally came with higher rents—over other essential expenses. 

Waiting for resettlement 

Perhaps the most significant barrier to integration in Jordan and Kenya was that  
refugees, seeing a lack of long-term solutions, were holding out in hope of resettlement. 
The prospect of durable solutions (such as pathways to residency, work permits, 
and freedom of movement) was absent in these sites. With no visible future in the 
given settings, refugees were left to bide their time until something better came 
along—possibly resettlement to a third country. Ideally, they would relocate to a 
more economically vibrant destination like Canada, Germany, Australia, or the US. 
Consequently, many respondents in Jordan and Kenya had little motivation to invest in 
where they were. 
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This sentiment was very prevalent among our respondents in Kenya. About 73% of our 
respondents there hoped to be resettled to a third country. Though the process was 
slow, they were still excited about resettlement. They believed that in a third country, 
they would be afforded full rights to move, work, and build their lives in perpetuity, in 
contrast to the uncertainty they faced in Kenya. The preference for resettlement was 
not only about the lure of places like the US and Canada but also the freedom to build a 
full life. In fact, 12% said they would like to stay in Nairobi and be granted permission to 
remain indefinitely, preferably with full rights to work and move. 

Because of their current uncertainty, very few respondents were investing in long-term 
businesses, property, or other assets. As a result, many are left in a state of perpetual 
waiting, further discouraging productive investment. Instead of trying to start or grow a 
business or purchase productive assets, like equipment for a restaurant or a motorbike 
to ride as a boda driver, respondents were more interested in the kinds of work that 
would help them get by and were wary of things that felt too permanent. One told us: 

“I believe I will one day be resettled even if I am not 100% sure. That is my only hope 
and the only reason I keep on fighting. I know [that sooner] or later I will be resettled 
and have a country which I call my country where I will have all the rights just like any 
other citizen of any country.”

In Jordan, non-Syrian refugees held similar outlooks, with one additional twist; they 
would have to give up their work permits in exchange for the possibility of resettlement. 
A Yemeni man told us, “I know this from other Yemenis I used to work within Sahab (a 
neighborhood in Amman). They told me that UNHCR asked them to either cancel their 
permits or their UNHCR registration. Most of them canceled their UNHCR registrations 
because they have stable jobs. I want to keep my UNHCR status. I want to travel to get 
another nationality. My country is not okay, and I can never go back.”

Refugee women in Jordan faced dire choices. For some, returning home was the only 
option when resettlement became elusive. While they did receive assistance from 
UNHCR, it was not enough to meet their needs. See below for our respondent, Sahra’s, 
experience:

Sahra’s Story12 – Returning reluctantly to her homeland

Sahra, a Somali single mother, provided a telling illustration of the resettlement 
process. When asked during our second interview, Sahra said worryingly, “I do 
not have any resources. Not even a small amount that I can benefit from to get 
me through the coronavirus crisis. I do not have anything to sell, and I do not 
have any money to save. I do not have anyone to support me from any other 
direction. Even amongst friends, there is no possibility of taking a loan during 
the crisis. Everyone is going through the same difficult circumstances.” 

12 Dhawan & Zademach. Empirical FINDings II, 20-21.
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When we met Sahra again for a final interview, she was struggling to pay her 
children’s school fees and feared that they would be expelled. She still had 
outstanding debts to both the corner shop and her landlord—she had no other 
option but to wait for winter assistance (a lump sum of cash to help refugees 
prepare their places for winter) to pay them off. A few months later, she moved 
back to Somalia. Her family helped her pay for the travel. This was an incredibly 
difficult decision—she had stayed in Jordan for seven years, waiting for reset-
tlement, and all her struggles had been wasted as she returned to Somalia. Her 
family decided the next steps for her—she would remarry her ex-husband (the 
primary reason she fled) and reunite with him in Kenya to make a fresh start.

These are the experiences of refugees and migrants in less welcoming economies.  
But what about those in more welcoming ones such as Uganda and Mexico? The 
refugees in those settings had a range of stories to tell. Yes, some wanted to be 
resettled, but many were happy to stay and make a life for themselves in their host 
community. Jerome, a Haitian business owner in Mexico concluded:

“I’ve decided to stay in Tijuana for the long-term. The only reason I wanted to go to 
the United States was to make money, but here, I’ve found 90% of what I wanted. I 
have a stable salary, I can provide for the needs of my family, and I can save money 
and progress in life.”

Skill-building and mentorship 

Language skills were vital to finding a mentor, and in turn, mentors were key to gaining 
a foothold in the local business community. Respondents often talked about how 
helpful it was in Kenya to be taught the business by someone who could show them 
the ropes. 

Respondents valued the trainings they were able to attend and, when available, the 
opportunity to be mentored by a local. Those who were able to develop their language 
skills quickly saw their business and job opportunities expand. Whether it was Iraqis in 
Jordan perfecting their Levantine vocabulary or Haitians in Tijuana adopting a distinctly 
Mexican accent, the ability to speak the same language as the host population (ideally 
with the same accent) was a boon. In Kenya, Congolese and Burundians were known 
to adapt their Swahili quickly. This was important because having a Kenyan local as a 
business partner could amplify their chances of becoming legitimate. The same was 
true in Mexico. Wilson, a French teacher in Tijuana, believed language not only helped 
you get by, it helped you integrate. He summed it up: 

“In order to integrate more into the community, I distance myself a bit from the 
Haitian community, even though I serve it. If I’m only around other Haitians, I won’t 
learn Spanish, and I need Mexican friends to help me speak Spanish.”
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Trainings in competitive fields were valued less by respondents. This was particularly 
true for a camp setting. For example, in Uganda, NGOs provided livelihood support 
that included lessons in tailoring and other services. However, the challenge for small 
businesses in Bidi Bidi was that there was no demand for items beyond household 
necessities. One South Sudanese in the camp, after a business training, opened a store 
that offered fresh juice and food but found little demand for his items: “There is no 
market, no money for the people to buy items, so I plan now to close.” 

But in the same setting, trainees appreciated NGOs that had identified market niches 
and were training refugees to fill them. For example, Danish Christian Aid trained 
refugees on mushroom farming. One respondent was in a group that collectively 
farmed oyster mushrooms. Each kilogram brought in about $2.70. The farmers liked 
the process because it takes about 25 days from preparing the spores to harvesting the 
mushrooms, and they can be harvested year-round. What’s more, it’s a skill that can be 
transplanted to another setting.

In Nairobi, refugees got little value from skills training for another reason: they were 
not legally allowed to work using the skills they gained. One respondent, for example, 
was put through college in electrical engineering with support from an NGO. But when 
he was offered a job after his internship, he could never get approval for a work permit. 
He has been waiting for more than two years to get a response on the permit, and the 
job offer has long since been withdrawn. 

Gender and Livelihoods
In our research, we saw women across all nationalities taking on new roles and 
responsibilities—going out in the public sphere to find work, interacting with aid 
organizations, police authorities, and engaging in different forms of paid work. 

Women respondents dealt with multiple challenges unique to their physical limitations 
(affecting their ability to secure jobs in construction and public works), their limitations 
as caregivers (affecting their ability to commute to a job outside the home), and safety 
issues (women refugees saw themselves as targets of violence). This meant that they 
had fewer opportunities than men, and as a result, many women were restricted to 
home-based businesses or small-scale retail located close to their homes. 

Shifting gender roles

We met women who, as heads (or co-heads) of households, gained new confidence as 
their economic and social roles changed in displacement. They contributed to family 
income, participated in financial decision-making, invested in their children’s education 
and their own skill-building, and expanded their social networks. But these successes 
were the exception. 

More commonly, we met many women (single mothers, young mothers, or de facto 
heads of households where male members could not work) who struggled to make 
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ends meet, hoping for relief in the form of cash assistance. Even with economic 
opportunities and occasional gains, their restraints (such as childcare, safety, and 
social norms) stifled the possibility of growing their livelihoods into meaningful  
income streams. 

Women’s lower incomes and reliance on spouses created acute vulnerabilities. Our 
female respondents’ financial journeys were interrupted by the challenges that come 
with getting married, divorced, or separated. And while limited by the challenges, they 
also spoke of how the act of overcoming these obstacles gave them a tremendous 
sense of achievement confidence. We observed that older women were more confi-
dent than younger ones, having earned their confidence from years of displacement. 
The story of Jamal offers an example of the barriers that refugee women face in obtain-
ing financial stability:

Jamal’s Story – Without an income and without a husband,  
she persists

Jamal, a thirty-year-old Syrian respondent in Jordan, experienced multiple 
turning points caused by changes in her family status. After she had to stop 
working to give birth to her son, her husband started his own shop. The shop 
brought temporary financial relief but soon created significant financial losses 
that weighed heavily on their marriage. The couple ultimately divorced, and 
her husband took sole custody of their son, devastating Jamal. Over time, she 
secured cash assistance (through cash grants) and began investing in skills 
to broaden her work possibilities. She even registered a small business with 
her savings and support from her social networks. But, after getting engaged, 
her fiancé didn’t want her to work, so she shuttered her shop. When the her 
fiancé became impatient with the drawn out security clearance process through 
the Ministry of Interior, a precondition to register her new marriage, she was 
left without a business or a husband. When we last interviewed her, she was 
working and skill-building, drawing on her confidence and determination to 
support herself. Still, she hopes that a future marriage will bring more stability 
to her life.

Safety 

Single women’s experiences with and fears of violence limited their prospects for 
building financial health. Single women lived in fear of their safety and that of their 
children. We heard numerous reports of violence that had taken place on respondents’ 
physical journeys of escape as well as in their new neighborhoods. Rape and child 
kidnapping were common enough to keep women constantly on edge. For example, 
one of our respondents in Uganda, Halima, voiced her fears about what could happen 
to her children should they leave the house. She had three children, all girls, none of 
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whom were enrolled in school despite Hamila’s ability to afford tuition. “They may be 
raped on the way to or from school,” she lamented. There were other stories, too, even 
more disturbing, than Halima’s. Our respondent, Eunice, offers an example:

Eunice’s Story13 – Her safety exchanged for a cup of flour

Eunice, a Burundian in Uganda, sheltered in a church for three years. She 
struggled daily to provide enough food for the children in her care and was 
selling cassava leaves to support her family. One day, a fellow Burundian 
acquaintance offered Eunice a portion of flour that she could use for cooking. 
When Eunice arrived at his home, the man raped her. She reported the case to 
the police, but the man had fled and could not be found. A month later, Eunice 
learned that she was pregnant by the rape. Devastated, she struggled to make 
ends meet by relying on church donations. She opened a make-shift kiosk 
outside her living quarters and sold vegetables, earning less than $1 a day. She 
calculated that a more traditional job would be difficult to perform while she 
was breastfeeding. 

In Tijuana, Mexico, many women expressed similar fears about being on the streets 
because of the city’s reputation for violent crime and kidnapping. Women were 
reluctant to venture out of the shelters, making it difficult to find work. One of our 
Salvadoran respondents who sold candy on the street reported how a man had 
grabbed her daughter by the arm. “I grabbed her other arm and started screaming. A 
man in a business across the street ran over, and the man trying to take my daughter 
ran away. After that, I was scared to keep selling candy.... What I make won’t be worth 
the possibility of someone kidnapping my daughter. What would I do if that happened? 
Here, the police do nothing.” 

In Tijuana, as in other research sites, trusting a stranger with childcare was not a 
viable option, a sad truth that forced women to depend on migrant shelters to cover 
their basic needs. There were a few shelters dedicated to women and children, which 
supported women with childcare. These shelters operated well above their capacity, 
leaving many migrant women underserved.

Collectively, these experiences resulted in several strategies being deployed by single 
women. First, find shelter that is secure even if it costs more. This adds to the burden 
of earning extra income to support higher rents. Second, take on jobs that limit 
physical vulnerability, such as not working alone. And third, walk children to and from 
school (further curtailing livelihood options) or pull them out of school altogether.

13 Wilson, Kimberley. “Financial Integration in Refugee Economies: Evidence from Uganda.” Journeys Project, October 2020, https://
sites.tufts.edu/journeysproject/financial-integration-in-refugee-economies-evidence-from-uganda/. Accessed 21 November 2021.
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Entrepreneurship and gender

Entrepreneurship alone cannot be a silver bullet for women’s economic participation. 
While entrepreneurship is often hailed as the solution to women’s labor market 
participation and a vehicle for empowerment, the experience of our female 
participants shows that the results are limited. Successful ventures14 remain an 
exception rather than a rule. Many women-led small businesses struggle with a lack 
of business skills, market connections, mentorship, and role models. When women 
do start businesses, they are likely informal. Their limited scale combined with the 
complex business registration processes all work to constrain their enterprises.15 

Development interventions only partially tackle this multi-faceted issue. For instance, 
many women received vocational training in skills such as sewing but then did not 
receive commensurate management and marketing instruction or connections to 
grow their businesses. Even when women were provided equipment (such as a sewing 
machine), they lacked the confidence to start a business. Microfinance, rarely offered 
to refugees, was an option in Jordan. Still, women in our study did not feel comfortable 
taking formal micro-credit given the small profits of their small-scale and craft-based 
businesses.

Networking and solidarity

Women have limited avenues to build connections and collective solidarity. Social 
networks play a critical role for refugees as a safety net against adversity, disperse 
information about economic opportunities, and provide psycho-social support. 
Women respondents who had limited social networks had the lowest incomes in the 
entire sample. 

We saw this play out in Jordan, noting discrepancies between the often educated 
and connected Syrian and Iraqi participants compared to more secluded participants 
from Somalia and Yemen. It was evident in Kenya as well. There is a long legacy of 
Somali settlement in Nairobi, Kenya. Most of our respondents could plug into those 
established networks in the city, typically using close family connections. In some 
cases, respondents were able to leverage those networks to start and grow businesses. 
However, things tended to be more challenging for female respondents who had 
previously been dependent on other family members only to find themselves thrust 
uncomfortably into public life. Some relied heavily on the communal practice of shaxad 
in which other Somalis (even without a personal connection) donated money for needy 
recipients’ upkeep. The importance of social networks is pervasive. 

Humanitarian interventions in some of our research sites (such as Jordan) included 
trainings and awareness sessions provided by various organizations. Women 

14 Power, Pickle. “First Syrian Refugee-Owned Home-Based Business Registered in Jordan.” UNHCR Jordan, 10 December 2019, 
https://www.unhcr.org/jo/12391-first-syrian-refugee-owned-home-based-business-registered-in-jordan.html. Accessed 19 No-
vember 2021.

15 Arab Renaissance for Democracy & Development. Women’s Informal Employment in Jordan: Challenges Facing Home-Based 
Businesses During COVID-19. Policy Brief. Women’s Advocacy Issues ed., no. 3, UN Women, May 2021, https://jordan.unwomen.
org/en/digital-library/publications/2021/womens-informal-employment-in-jordan#view. Accessed 19 November 2021.
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appreciated the safe spaces to interact socially and build new contacts, which were 
an essential source of information. But many judged such connections as superficial, 
short-lived, and not conducive to more robust networks for mutual support or 
collaboration. Their support remained limited but did serve a need for temporary  
social distraction—relieving them from thoughts of constant hardship. 

Women also had limited avenues for collective action. Given the change in the socio-
economic roles of refugee women and their fragile context, collective action could 
help challenge the social norms that constrain women’s engagement and address 
development problems (such as access to savings and business capital or childcare).16 
It could also help promote role models and leaders from the community to inspire 
broader social change and campaign for legal rights.17 

However, building collective action and solidarity requires a supportive legal and social 
environment. Today, refugees in Jordan are not permitted to form an association or 
become members of an association or cooperative. This limits their ability to cooperate 
for economic or social activities, even when there are preexisting ties based on 
nationality, tribe, or religion.

Male emasculation

The support of male family and community members is crucial in protecting women 
and supporting broader social change. Our study (along with previous studies) 
found that men, especially those in the working-age group, often fell much lower in 
the hierarchy of humanitarian assistance.18 They are expected to be financially self-
sufficient or at least be able to achieve independence with fewer difficulties than 
women. 

Women often found themselves as the primary earner chiefly due to divorce, death, or 
split families. They immediately understood that they could not put food on the table 
if they did not make a wage or run a business. They quickly abandoned any concerns 
about taking on work that did not match the skills they had honed back in their home 
countries. Men, on the other hand, were more determined to put their hard-won skills 
to use. But doing so in brand new surroundings proved difficult. Shifting roles caused 
men to either become idle or take on jobs they felt were beneath them.

We also saw limitations on men who managed to take on work. They were afraid of law 
enforcement cracking down on illegal work. Our female respondents in Kenya reported 
minimal police harassment, instead believing the police targeted male refugees, 
expecting men were the ones with money who would readily pay bribes to be released. 

16 Evans, Alison; Nambiar, Divya. 2013. Collective Action and Women’s Agency: A Background Paper. World Bank, Washington, DC.© 
World Bank. https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/21032 License: CC BY 3.0 IGO.

17 Holly Ritchie’s study also found Somali women refugees in Eastleigh in Kenya engaging in informal collective groups. Ritchie, H. 
A. (2017). Gender and enterprise in fragile refugee settings: female empowerment amidst male emasculation-a challenge to local 
integration? Disasters, 42, S40–S60. https://doi.org/10.1111/disa.12271, Page S53-54

18 Or at least lower in comparison to women and children which are considered as most vulnerable and hence prioritized in humani-
tarian programming. Turner, L. (2016, November 29). Are Syrian Men Vulnerable Too? Gendering The Syria Refugee Response. Middle 
East Institute. https://www.mei.edu/publications/are-syrian-men-vulnerable-too-gendering-syria-refugee-response
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While male refugees cited fear of arrest before receiving their official documentation, 
harassment rarely abated when a refugee had all of his documents in order.

Not being able to provide for the needs of their families, men struggled to find their 
identity and negotiate “respectable masculinity.” 19 Humanitarian agencies may further 
contribute to this imbalance as they provide targeted support to women through 
livelihood training, psycho-social support, and microfinance, often overlooking the 
needs of vulnerable men. 

19 Ritchie, H. A. (2017). Gender and enterprise in fragile refugee settings: female empowerment amidst male emasculation-a chal-
lenge to local integration? Disasters, 42, S40–S60. https://doi.org/10.1111/disa.12271; Turner, L. (2018). Challenging Refugee Men: 
Humanitarianism and Masculinities in Za‘tari Refugee Camp. SOAS University of London. https://eprints.soas.ac.uk/30291/1/4581_
Turner_redacted.pdf 
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V. Financial Portfolios

As with any individual’s portfolio, a refugee or migrant’s financial portfolio includes 
both the sources of income and the destination of payments (expenses, debt repay-
ment, investments in assets). Because they are subject to massive volatility, we have 
chosen not to itemize the specific financial contents of their portfolios but only to 
describe what’s in them and how they might shift over time. 

Income from livelihood earnings

For those living in the city, various income-generating activities constituted the 
mainstay of their economic survival. We have already detailed those activities in the 
Livelihoods section. It’s worth repeating that livelihoods that depended partly on 
volunteering (for pay) for NGOs meant low and unsteady wages. Those activities that 
went beyond volunteer activities with NGOs were mainly in the informal sector such 
as daily wage work or self-employed activities. As such, they were subject to various 
kinds of exploitation, including wage theft. 

Income from humanitarian cash assistance, government programs, 
and charity

We mentioned that humanitarian aid from UN organizations and large NGOs was a 
substantial part of the portfolios of refugees who could receive this kind of aid. Overall, 
we found that cash assistance alone could not revive self-reliance among the vulnerable 
households that organizations target. Any improvement in their financial status was 
temporary and was only sustained through subsequent disbursements. There were cases 
where some family members had access to regular employment, while others received 
monthly cash assistance. This combination of regular employment and cash assistance 
helped these families cover the rent, one of the most prominent stressors, and free up 
mental bandwidth and resources to leverage economic opportunities. 

In some places, various kinds of assistance were offered monthly cash/voucher 
assistance, regular annual assistance for specific purposes like winterization, and 
one-off assistance from local charities and some NGOs. In Jordan, for example, 
humanitarian assistance grants offered by UNHCR, WFP, and NGOs,20 proved crucial 
for survival in places where work opportunities were curtailed. Within our sample, 
more than half of respondents in Jordan received regular cash assistance from UNHCR, 
money for food from WFP, or both. Syrians were most likely to receive this support, 
even though they were most likely to secure legal forms of work. 

20 As part of key informant interviews, thirteen organizations offering cash assistance were interviewed. Of these, ten offered some 
form of one-time cash assistance labelled to a specific purpose. 
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And yet, many had to get by without this kind of support. In Jordan, humanitarian cash 
assistance from the government or the UN was limited to Syrian refugees. Non-Syrians 
such as Yemenis, Iraqis, and Sudanese refugees were not permitted this kind of cash 
assistance, and neither, as we have mentioned, did they have permission to work. 

Cash-for-work, the name given to government programs that pay wages to  
beneficiaries in exchange for their labor, was also seen as valuable, especially when it  
complemented humanitarian cash transfers and other income. Syrians in Jordan offer 
an example of the importance of both these services. See below for Alem’s story:

Alem’s Story – Reliance on two humanitarian interventions

Alem is a 45-year-old Syrian refugee who lives in Irbid with his wife and five 
young sons. They came to Jordan in 2011 with enough savings for only one 
month’s rent. They thought that they would return home in one or two months. 
Alem used to work as a painting contractor in Syria and had workers under 
him. They owned their home and were doing well until the war broke out. Now, 
he has an issue with his back and, as a result, cannot work long hours painting. 
During their initial years in Jordan, when there was no UNHCR assistance, they 
depended on one-off cash assistance payments, donations, and selling goods. 
Finally, in 2014, they started receiving monthly UNHCR and WFP assistance, 
which provided some stability. However, their money from work was unsta-
ble and never the primary source of income. Alem cannot find painting work 
during the winter, and they are dependent on the monthly cash assistance. 
They fear losing it.

“Our money is very tight,” Alem said. “We have a lot of expenses. Sometimes, 
we are short on 70-80 JODs (~$100-$113) in a month. We work during that 
month and would use the money to pay that month. But every month, there is 
little debt. There were times when our debt reached 200 JODs (~$282), and 
we paid it. Now our debt is around 150 JODs (~$212) for water bills and other 
things at home.”

Income from selling food assistance

A common source of income in Jordan, Kenya, and Uganda was the sale of food aid 
(grains and oil) for cash. Food was only distributed in the camps, which meant that the 
readiest market were locals near the camps. In Uganda, for example, when food rations 
arrived, they did so monthly and included oil, beans, grains, and salt. Most respondents 
agreed that the rations were too little to thrive on. To quote a South Sudanese refugee 
in Bidi Bidi, “We learned that the rations were meant to help us survive, not to feel full.” 

Not only were the rations not enough to abate the hunger of Bidi Bidi residents, but 
they also lacked important nutritional ingredients. Families might make do between 
their own vegetable crops and the rations provided, but we could not find families that 
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did so based on their crops and rations alone. Most sold their rations the same day 
they received them. They took the cash and purchased other foodstuffs, medicine, or 
household necessities like soap and laundry detergent. 

Uses of Funds
Our respondents’ spending habits were similar to those of the host community: their 
chief costs were rent, daily food and medicine, clothing purchases, transportation, 
school tuition, and household items. What differed in our respondents’ opinion 
were two factors: the magnitude of housing costs and the need to budget for bribes, 
something they believed their hosts did not have to pay as frequently. 

In all sites, rent was the most significant expense and stressor. Housing was critical to 
our respondents’ safety, and they worried about being evicted by their landlords. Rents 
in Tijuana were far higher than what our respondents were used to paying in their 
home countries. For instance, a one-bedroom outside of the city center in Tegucigalpa, 
Honduras, is $288 versus $500 per month for a one-bedroom in Tijuana.

Most were unable to find housing they could afford on their own in the first months 
after arrival. A common strategy was to share rent with family members, friends, 
or fellow migrants they already knew or had met on their journeys. The prevailing 
stereotypes among the host population in Mexico were that Haitians were 
hardworking and trustworthy. As a result, landlords were more open to renting to them 
than to Central Americans. 

COVID-19 exacerbated concerns about rent for our respondents in all sites. In Kenya, 
we watched as both refugees and native-born Kenyans fell months behind on their 
rent due to the COVID-19 crisis. But it was striking that none of the respondents in 
the host population were evicted from their homes during that period, while nearly 
1/3 of our refugee respondents suffered eviction between June and December 2020. 
Some respondents felt that landlords viewed the shock as an opportunity to replace 
“foreign” tenants with Kenyans—that landlords expected refugees would have fewer 
resources to draw on to get through the crisis and were less likely than others to 
rebound financially. Respondents believed that distrust also affected this kind of 
informal credit. Respondents felt that they were less “well-known” and were treated 
as a more significant credit risk to landlords and shopkeepers, not to mention more 
formal lenders.

For Ugandans, landlords were often patient with rent payments, as they were in Jordan. 
But refugees still struggled. In Amman and Irbid, respondents grappled with rent; their 
incomes were uneven as many could not find steady work. And the rent was never 
negotiable. If respondents were unable to pay for a few months, they risked eviction. 
Thus, they prioritized paying off any outstanding rent the moment they received any 
income or cash assistance. Those who received regular monthly assistance from the 
UNHCR and WFP could plan for this expense relatively easily. But even for them, a 
large proportion of their assistance went into paying the rent. 
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While rent in Jordan depended on the house and family size, most respondents paid 
between 100-150 JODs ($141-$212) for rent and utilities. For many, this sum was 80 
percent of their income, leaving very little for food, medicine, childcare, or other living 
expenses. One 36-year-old Yemeni respondent who lived with his wife in Amman 
worked at restaurants or in construction and earned 250 JODs (~$353) per month at 
best. Rent and utilities alone cost up to 180 JODs a month (~$254). “We don’t think of 
food as much as we think of the rent. We live off tea and bread.” 

Aarya’s Story – Struggles with rent

Aarya, a Sudanese woman in Jordan, lived with her husband and three 
children. She was the only one working in her household at the time of 
our interview. Her husband suffered from a tumor and needed care. They 
received a monthly payment from the UNHCR but still struggled to meet their 
expenses. Aarya worked at local salons offering on-demand beauty services 
but could not work full-time due to her husband’s health. 

When asked about the expenses that put on most pressure on her financially, 
she said, “It is rent. Food, we can manage. We work for a few days and 
buy cheap things and get us going. We can suffer medical issues and take 
painkillers from charities. But rent is most difficult. It has been two months that 
I have not paid the landlord. We tell him that we have circumstances, and we 
are not working, and he waits for two days. When he [pressures] us, we try to 
borrow money from the guys (other refugees), but even their situation is not 
any better. There is no work, and even the people they work for sometimes do 
not pay them.”

Bribes

Bribing is a fact of life for everyone in our research sites, refugee and host communities 
alike. But our respondents believed that migrants and refugees needed to pay more 
bribes than hosts. They offered three reasons. First, bribing was needed for activities 
unique to refugees and migrants. Second, they often lacked the required documents to 
reduce the need for bribes. Third, their precarious status made them easy targets. 

In Mexico, Haitian respondents explained how bribes were part of their immigration 
process. Mexican immigration officials would “lose” one or more of their payments for 
humanitarian or asylum applications and then require additional payments to com-
plete the process. To quote one respondent:

“Immigration asks us to pay in two parts. If we pay the first part, they don’t give 
us the card. You hope that the second payment is all you need. But when you bring 
that, they say the first payment was lost. You may even have a copy of the receipt … 
but when they look, they say, ‘The money has been lost.’ This has happened to a lot 
of Haitians.”
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Sources and Uses – An Example of a Refugee’s Financial 
Portfolio
To better understand how refugees spend money, let’s look at the financial portfolio 
of one of our Syrian respondents living in Jordan, Tahira. When we met Tahira in 
2019, she was 46 years old, married, and struggling with multiple family health 
shocks. Tahira, who arrived with her family of eight in 2013, operated a home-based 
business preparing and selling meals while her husband earned a salary working at 
a supermarket. Her divorced daughter and her son were also part of the household. 
Below is a summary of household sources of cash. 

Table 1: Routine Sources of Funds

Sources Typical Monthly 
Sources of 
Funds (JODs)

% of total

Husband’s salary from the supermarket 200 30%

Tahira’s cooking business 50  8%

Cash and Coupon Assistance from 
UNHCR and UNWFP

322 50%

Special winterization cash assistance 
(once a year 370 JODs)

30 5%

Daughter’s alimony 40 7%

Total ~642 JODs 
(~$906)

100%

Note that this table reflects Tahira’s portfolio before the advent of COVID-19.  
The same is true for the table below (Table 2), which indicates a routine use of  
funds before COVID-19.

Table 2: Routine Uses of Funds

Items Typical Monthly 
Uses of Funds 
(JODs)

% of total Source

Rent 125 26% Combined HH income 
and subsidies

Electricity 25 5% “

Water 5 1% “

Mobile phone (shared) 10 2% “

Cigarettes (for husband) 70 15% Husband’s salary
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Items Typical Monthly 
Uses of Funds 
(JODs)

% of total Source

Rice, wheat, sugar, oil, canned 
goods, pasta, tea

100 21% From WFP coupon

Bread 30 6% From UNHCR  
coupons

Drinking water 15 3% Combined HH income 
and subsidies

Medications 25 5% “

Grandchildren (diapers, 20 
JODs; milk, 10 JODs; medical 
check-ups, 7 JODs )

37 8% “

Children’s allowance 30 6% “

Total ~$472 (~$665) 100%

We might conclude that Tahira was bringing in more money than she was spending, 
but when clothing, cleaning supplies, blankets, and other irregular expenses were 
accounted for, she barely broke even. They could make ends meet, but the family was 
one step away from a cycle of setbacks. This was something that became apparent 
when the family met with two emergencies.

The first time that Tahira’s family faced a health emergency was when Tahira’s 
grandson needed surgery. He suffered with kidney problems since birth. Between our 
interviews, Tahira’s grandson needed two separate surgeries. An INGO funded the 
first, but the request to support the second was declined. 

In January of 2020, the family managed to raise emergency funds of about 500 JODs 
(~$706) through various sources:

• 150 JODs (~$212) crowdsourced from 40 participants in Tahira’s Quran reading 
circle

• 100 JODs (~$141) from the grandson’s father’s relatives (her daughter’s ex-husband’s 
relatives)

• 100 JODs (~$141) from Tahira’s brother in the Gulf

• 150 JODs (~$212) from her savings

In July of 2020, Tahira’s daughter survived a major accident, and Tahira had to source 
another 450 JODs (~$635) for the hospital. Once again, Tahira was forced to mine her 
financial network to gather the funds that she needed. 

• She borrowed 250 JODs (~$353) from her friend

• The friend’s brother donated 50 JODs (~$71)

• She dipped into her savings for 150 JODs (~$212) 
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The total costs of the emergencies amounted to 950 JODs (~$1,340), a sum far 
greater than their monthly expenses of 472 JODs or their income of 610 JODs. The 
emergencies impacted the household on multiple levels. They required the family 
to scramble to gather the needed funds, straining relationships. Because she had 
to assume the role of caregiver, her income of 100 JODs halted altogether, and her 
husband’s stress grew to the point where his back pain, caused by a herniated disc, 
caused him to quit his job. 

The household was sliding backward. The combined loss of approximately $220 from 
the cooking enterprise and her husband’s salary put a severe dent in their household 
income. 

The last time we interviewed Tahira in 2020,21 her household had become entirely 
dependent on UNHCR and UNWFP coupons and by purchasing on credit from local 
stores. This debt would be repaid with a winterization grant from an NGO, meaning 
their family would forgo winterizing their home to put food on the table. 

Then, COVID-19 struck. And it was hard to borrow from friends and family who were 
also struggling to manage in the pandemic. Below is an accounting of the debt Tahira 
incurred. 

Tahira’s debts were itemized during our third interview in late 2020.

Loan Source How 
much was 
taken?

How much 
is still 
unpaid?

Purpose? Notes (How are they 
coping with it? How do 
they plan to repay?)

Previous loans

 Rent   75JOD 125JOD  Standing rent November rent had 
not been paid yet, and 
Tahira was overdue.

 Daughter  500  500 Different Eid 
needs and gro-
ceries

Tahira’s daughter under-
stands her situation, and 
she can wait until the 
respondent can pay her 
back.

Supermarket 250 175 Groceries and 
household needs

This debt is reoccurring; 
Tahira pays back and 
retakes on credit again 
at different times.

A friend and 
neighbor

 800  800 To cover the 
household needs 
while the husband 
was not working

Tahira said that, as 
in the instance of her 
daughter, he understood 
her situation and could 
wait for the money to be 
paid back.

21 Dhawan & Zademach, Empirical FINDings II, 33.
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New loans (after second round of interviews)

Jordanian 
friend

 250  50 To cover her 
daughter hospital 
bills 

A Jordanian friend and 
her brother donated 
funds to help with 
Tahira’s daughter’s 
hospital bills 

Financial Strategies – Informal “Do-It-Yourself” Services
From the perspective of our respondents, managing financial matters looked less like 
small acts of integration and more like major acts of survival. Below, we highlight a few 
strategies that refugees and migrants used to make ends meet. 

Sharing

Sharing meals and housing to stretch funds was a key strategy that respondents 
used to reduce expenses. As mentioned, rent was a major expense, and the expense 
came as a shock to some. Where respondents were from shaped their concept of 
housing costs; Most came from cities and towns where rents were low or owned their 
homes. Whether Syrians in Jordan or South Sudanese in Uganda, many paid no rent 
or only modest rent prior to their arrival. As in the case of Jordan, some avoided rent 
altogether by working on farms where housing was included. But that option was not 
available to many, and certainly not to women, who prioritized safe housing. 

Borrowing 

Faced with low incomes and a desire to live safely, most respondents struggled 
with meeting daily consumption needs. Instead, they borrowed for food, household 
expenses, and medical expenses. In Jordan, only households that had two or more 
stable sources of income were able to meet basic needs without borrowing. Single men 
had to borrow less than families or women. When single men worked, they could meet 
their needs and put aside money for times when they could not find work. They often 
depended on their flat-mates to help with rent and food when work was scarce—this 
arrangement was not a loan but rather a form of mutual support. 

Saving and investing

Our respondents, especially those stuck in the Survivelihood Phase, had few funds 
left to save in any meaningful way. Many saved assets other than cash. When looking 
beyond cash savings, we could also see savings activities in the Bidi Bidi settlement. 
There it took the form of poultry and livestock (goats and occasionally cattle), and this 
practice was rooted in customs brought from their country of origin, which in the case 
of Bidi Bidi was South Sudan. Accumulating livestock was a way of accruing emergency 
assets that could be consumed if there were a delay in food delivery (recall that many 
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respondents mentioned the challenge created by the frequent delays in food aid) or 
sold if an urgent or unanticipated expense arose. 

The safety of savings was critical, and where to keep savings was a crucial decision for 
refugees. Many of our respondents were sharing dwellings which made storing funds in 
the home tricky. As one respondent said, “I personally cannot save money in the house 
since I live with friends and cannot just put money anywhere in the house to save.” 

There could be terrible consequences for anyone who saved informally (most of our 
respondents). For example, while money guards—people who keep money safe for 
other people—were not widespread among refugees in Jordan, we did hear of one 
unfortunate incident in the Sudanese community. Desperate to keep his savings offsite 
(away from any temptation to spend it), our respondent was saving to fund his wife’s 
travels to Jordan. He had squirreled away 1,700 JODs (~$2,400), stashing it with a 
money guard. The money guard, also Sudanese, fled with the funds. 

Selling off assets

While liquidating assets was common in all research sites, the activity did not 
represent most of our respondents’ practices. For example, in Jordan, only 11 of 74 
respondents sold any assets at all. The assets themselves were not highly valuable, 
especially during the COVID-19 pandemic when savings had been depleted. Those that 
did sell essential household items exchanged them for less than 100 JODs (~$140). 
Gas cylinders, furniture, heaters, and blankets were the kinds of items typically sold. It 
was also common to sell a smartphone to buy a cheaper phone, bringing in between 
50-140 JODs ($70-$200) depending on the price of the phone. 

The pandemic had the effect of forcing asset sales until respondents had nothing left 
to sell. As one desperate Somali in Jordan lamented, “I do not have any resources. Not 
even a small amount that I can benefit from to get me through the coronavirus crisis. I 
do not have anything to sell or any money to save.”

Savings and Loan Clubs
Informal savings and loan clubs—often called RoSCAs (Rotating Savings and Credit 
Associations) or ASCAs (Accumulating Savings and Credit Associations) played a key 
role in the financial lives of some of our respondents. They did not need to learn how 
to form or use a club. Such savings and lending practices were common in their various 
cultures. When our respondents journeyed, they brought their savings traditions with 
them. But, they could only participate if they enjoyed an income sufficient to generate 
the regular, fixed contributions required of group members. 

Most of the traditional clubs we came across (those formed by club members versus 
NGOs) were RoSCAs—each week or month, a group of ten to twenty members would 
contribute a fixed sum into the club’s pot. One club member would receive the entire 
amount. The club cycle would continue until all members had received a sum from  
the pot. 
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For all their upsides, the clubs carried a degree of risk. There was no guarantee that 
everyone in the club would come through consistently with their fixed contributions. 
Those who received the money at the beginning could run off with it and never pay 
their dues at the end. Constant, a Haitian migrant in Tijuana, explained, “You really 
have to trust the people in the group. If the person in charge lets you lose your money, 
you should keep your money at home and do a personal soldes (Haitian term for 
savings club) with just yourself. Haitians are never here to stay, so you run a big risk 
joining a soldes.”

Still, some migrants did join an informal savings group successfully. Jerome, a Haitian 
business owner mentioned previously and a member of a club of ten members, said, 
“I have a bank account, and I’m also in a soldes where I’m paying $200 a week. When 
it’s my turn to get the money, I get up to $2,000, which I either put away in the bank, 
invest, or save.

Our lead researcher in Jordan observed, “Back in their home countries, it was common 
for refugees to participate in saving clubs. This was especially common in Syria, 
particularly among women.22 However, in Jordan, only a few Syrian and one Sudanese 
participant reported using these clubs. Called jamaiyat by Jordanians, the clubs 
appealed to better-off Syrians.”

Externally Facilitated Financial Services
We have separated the financial practices that our respondents had created on their 
own from external services brought to them. This section is about externally provided 
services. Services were both unregulated (such as the technical assistance an NGO 
might offer to village savings and loan associations (VSLAs) and regulated (such as 
banking services). We begin with externally promoted RoSCAs and VSLAs, as those 
services often build on practices we just discussed.

Externally facilitated savings clubs – RoSCAs and VSLAs

Kenya was the only place where we saw RoSCAs (called chamas or merry-go-rounds) 
being promoted by NGOs. Some respondents chose to join multiple groups because the 
NGO had imposed restrictions on group rules that impeded members’ ability to use the 
group the way members needed. By diversifying, they could get their needs met. 

In Jordan, a few NGOs experimented with promoting VSLAs. As in other places, 
the integrity of the NGO, in this case, the Danish Refugee Council (DRC), mattered. 
DRC has experience in parts of Africa promoting the VSLA model and knows how to 
engender trust amongst refugees, crucial to strong VSLAs. 

VSLAs are similar to RoSCAs in that they 1) do not require external funds to function 
effectively, and 2) rely on their own members to set the group’s ground rules. They 

22 Microfinanza. (2018, July). Assessing the Needs of Refugees for Financial and Non-Financial Services—Jordan. Grameen Crédit Agricole 
Foundation. https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/66387.pdf, Page 40
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differ from RoSCAs in that they do not rotate funds but accumulate them at least for a 
pre-determined period, usually a year. 

A member who joins a VSLA makes regular deposits into a group fund. As these 
deposits accumulate and the collection grows, the VSLA begins making loans to 
members. VSLA members set the rules around deposits into the group fund and who 
can borrow, when, and how much. Typically, members will dissolve the fund after a 
year or two to retrieve their share of its principal and interest. Often, members will 
start a brand-new cycle of depositing and lending as they build their new corpus. 
During the VSLA’s first year or two, an NGO worker will help the group form and offer 
guidance concerning the ground rules. After this initial support, the group becomes 
member-run and operated.

Groups also played an essential role in Bidi Bidi, but with mixed results. Some flourished, 
generating payouts and loans that helped members purchase food, medicine, and 
Christmas gifts. Others failed. Two South Sudanese women, referring to themselves as 
co-wives married to the same husband, joined a VSLA with 23 other members. At first, 
they were active participants in the group. To make their weekly contributions, they sold 
mandazi (fried pastries). To purchase ingredients (oil and flour), they borrowed 20,000 
shillings (~$5.00) from the group fund. From February to June 2019, they had been 
able to save consistently, but a declining demand for goods in the camp soon took its 
toll on their mandazi business. They closed it for the lack of paying customers. With no 
income, the co-wives had no savings and had to quit the group. 

Financial Services and their Usefulness
Before elaborating on financial services that go beyond the local do-it-yourself 
practices we have just discussed, it bears mentioning that many respondents held a 
mix of formal and informal services in their financial portfolios. The biggest driver of 
what they chose to use and when was the usefulness of the service. 

Categories of usefulness of more formal financial services including 
externally facilitated savings and loan clubs

What factors drove usefulness? To tackle this question, we have applied what we call 
a “Task Lens,” which borrows from the work of Harvard Business School professor 
Clayton Christiansen, who in many of his books proposes assessing an offering’s 
usefulness on a task-by-task basis. He asks: what job is a customer hiring a product 
or service to do, and how might that change by its circumstance of use? How does a 
financial product or service solve a problem in a way that is the most pleasing (most 
useful) to the customer?

 The “customer” in our case is our refugee or migrant respondent. When it comes to 
our respondents, they are trading off needs and preferences when assessing how they 
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want to accomplish a financial task. Do they like socializing in their VSLAs as they save 
and borrow? Or do they prefer to meet, exchange money, and move on quickly to the 
next task? Some may yearn for the connections that a highly social VSLA can bring to 
the picture. In this sense, they are hiring the VSLA to accomplish the task of improving 
their social networks. But someone else, say a mother with small children, may not 
have the time to socialize. She is hiring the VSLA to help her pay her children’s school 
fees. Usefulness then must be seen from the eye of the beholder, not the regulator, not 
the digital fanatic, not the well-wishing NGO. 

Services that bring in money. Depending on the phase of displacement (arrival, 
survivelihood, ratcheting/livelihoods-chasing), the uses of services that bring in money 
will vary. The chance to increase household income (via relatives or humanitarian 
cash) could be highly motivating, enough of a draw for respondents to overcome other 
barriers, such as a lack of tech-savviness, an abundance of paperwork, or annoying 
technologies.

Microfinance loans (for those lucky enough to reach the Ratcheting Phase) can supply 
the money needed to make productive investments. During a lean month, a small 
loan from a VSLA may accomplish the task of putting food on the table. In cases in 
Kenya and Mexico, we learned that bank accounts might be services that bring in 
money. Factories in Mexico required bank accounts for salary deposits. In Kenya, 
the few respondents who could land salaried jobs or incentive work also required 
bank accounts to participate in those jobs. In these examples, the financial service 
is accomplishing the task of bringing in money so that other goals can be achieved 
(housing in a safe neighborhood, for instance). 

Services that protect the money that is brought in. VSLAs, mobile money, and bank 
accounts can all serve to protect money, but their usefulness will depend on how much 
money is being brought in, itself dependent on the phase of displacement. The low cost 
of storing a small amount of funds under the mattress may be sufficient in the Arrival 
Phase. In the Survivelihood Phase, mobile money might achieve the goal of low-cost 
money storage. 

Services that can help manage and leverage the money that is brought in. For 
those able to see their money accumulate, i.e., those in the Ratcheting Phase, money 
management becomes essential. In many instances, a bank account could do that. 
Depending on the bank, savings can grow through interest and international transfers 
can facilitate business growth. Even low-income respondents wanted to shape their 
irregular incomes into more regular incomes that would allow them to meet daily 
needs. 23 Income shaping could involve removing the peaks from their earnings (by 
storing the excess), an effort that allowed them to better fill the valleys. Or, income-
shaping could involve the opposite, taking income streams and building them into 
lump sums so that larger regular expenses like rent or school fees could be paid. 

23 Mas, Ignacio, Money Resolutions, a Sketchbook (January 2015). http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.1779025.
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VI. Regulatory Issues

Regulatory and political concerns were critical to the lives and livelihoods of people in 
our research sample. Political exclusion led to issues centered on documentation which 
in turn limited access to important permits and services. 

Political Exclusion
Refugees and migrants are often unfairly derogated as an inconvenience to hosts. This 
is a political reality that extends from the United States to Latin America, the Middle 
East, Africa, and beyond. The scope of our study was not to grapple with the political 
economy of refugees and migrants but to take a granular look at how refugees and 
migrants adapt or integrate into their immediate environment. However, our fine-
grained investigations shed light on macro-level forces over which our sample had no 
control. Those forces shaped whether financial services were useful in refugee attempts 
to integrate locally. The following are some of the regulatory issues faced by our sample.

The need for documents 

Refugees and migrants were interested in enrolling in financial services in order 
to receive benefits such as humanitarian cash assistance (that might necessitate 
enrollment in a mobile money system, which required proof of identity); access 
remittances (that required showing an identity document at each transaction); 
accessing a bank account (that required various documents of proof of address, 
identity, residency, or work permits); joining a Village and Savings and Loan 
Association (that required much less documentation depending on the NGO and  
the country), and other services mentioned in this report. 

Strategies for Managing Documentation
When documentation was hard to obtain, refugees and migrants reported that they 
had no choice but to go underground. Many resorted to measures that were illicit or 
involved self-sacrifice. Below are a couple of experiences of refugees who struggled to 
obtain documentation:

• They purchased fake documents from a host of shady characters, many of 
them members of the host population. Naturally, the discovery of these fakes 
by authorities could lead to fines or worse. If they were too poor to purchase the 
documents, they did without, further removing any chances that they could move 
from the Survivelihood Phase to the Ratcheting Phase.

• They borrowed documents or accounts from those who had them—hosts and 
refugees alike. This was most likely to occur when a refugee was trying to access 
financial services, often having to pay a high fee (up to 10% of a transaction). 
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VII. Conclusion:  
A “Report Card” on the Financial 
Health of our Research Sample

At the beginning of this piece, we outlined five key benchmarks that refugees would 
need to meet to be considered “financially healthy.” These benchmarks for refugees 
were that they could:

1. Meet their basic needs.

2. Comfortably manage debt

3. Recover from financial setbacks

4. Invest in opportunities

5. Extend their planning horizons

Throughout this piece, we have reviewed the livelihoods, financial portfolios, and 
systemic issues that refugees and migrants face in Kenya, Jordan, Mexico, and Uganda. 
Based on these findings, we produced these “report cards” on the financial health of 
our respondents:

Financial health at a glance in four research locations

Conclusion
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Report card summary

Our respondents struggled with financial health. In pockets of Kampala, refugees 
could manage and even ratchet up their livelihoods, including women. But in Jordan, 
respondents wrestled with covering their basic needs and were often burdened 
by debt. And in Kenya, an absence of fundamental rights meant that investing in 
opportunities was not a good bet. If the humanitarian and financial sectors care about 
well-being, much work has yet to be done. 

Male Haitians fared best, many choosing to stay in Tijuana and putting down roots. 
They had their physical strength and previous entrepreneurial experience to draw on. 
Women across all sites, including Haitian women, had to sail overcome more hurdles 
than men. Affecting their financial health was the fact that they had to often pay more 
for safe housing than men, locate good childcare so they could work, and so on. 

Financial health report card: Jordan, Kenya, Mexico, and Uganda

Conclusion
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VIII. Appendix

I. Methods and Sample

Jordan
Context

A large portion of refugees hosted in Jordan are Syrian as a consequence of a rapid 
influx of refugees from Syria due to the civil war over the last ten years. Refugees from 
56 other countries are also registered with UNHCR, the largest numbers from Iraq, 
Yemen, Sudan, and Somalia. Jordanian policy toward refugees varies depending on 
nation of origin. Much of the international donor funding in Jordan is tied to Syrians 
and hence more humanitarian assistance (cash and non-cash programming) is 
directed towards Syrians, leaving non-Syrians excluded or under-served.

The Jordanian policy on access to labor market and health care is also different for 
non-Syrians. This is again because the Jordan Compact which waives off work permit 
fees for Syrian refugees does not include non-Syrians.

In recent years, the Jordanian government has increased policy support for digital 
financial services for refugees and Jordanians themselves. In 2017, the National 
Financial Inclusion Strategy promoted mobile wallets (m-wallets) as the primary tool 
for the financial inclusion of low-income Jordanians and refugees. These “m-wallets” 
are digital reservoirs on mobile phones where users can store money that they can 
later release as payments, remittances, or cash withdrawals.24

Research methods

Researchers conducted three rounds of interviews with participants, totaling in 231 
interviews.25 Rather than just having one snapshot in time, multiple interviews allowed 
researchers to understand an individual’s financial circumstances and decision making 
over time. This proved particularly useful during COVID-19 when livelihoods and 
coping strategies were changing very quickly. Interviews from Round 1 were conducted 
face-to-face with participants, and with the onset of Covid-19, interviews from Round 
2 and Round 3 that took place after the pandemic began were conducted virtually 
and face-to-face depending on the comfort of the interviewers and interviewees. In 
addition to affecting the medium for interviews, researchers saw a slight decrease in 
the number of participants in later rounds, due to exceptional financial hardships and 
poor psychological health. 

24 Swati Mehta Dhawan & Hans-Martin Zademach, Mobile Money and Financial Inclusion of Refugees in Jordan, The Journeys Project, 
July 5, 2021, https://sites.tufts.edu/journeysproject/mobile-money-jordan/.

25 Swati Mehta Dhawan & Hans-Martin Zademach, Financial Journeys of Refugees in Jordan: Empirical FINDings I, https://sites.tufts.
edu/journeysproject/files/2021/05/MDW_28_2020_FIND-Jordan-R1.pdf, 5–10 (2020).
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Research sample

The 231 total interviews conducted in Jordan included: 89 participants in Round 1, 74 
participants in Round 2, and 68 in Round 3. The study focused on refugees in urban 
and semi-urban centers.26 Based on UNHCR data on the proportion of out-of-camp 
refugees that are women, an effort was made to ensure equal representation of both 
male and female within the overall sample and respective sub-samples. Participants 
came from Syria, Iraq, Yemen, Sudan, and Somalia. Half of the sample was dedicated 
to non-Syrian refugees as a literature review pointed to a significant knowledge gap on 
this segment of the refugee population in Jordan. Participants ranged in age from 18 to 
59 years old, with a few participants above the age of 60. In addition to the interviews 
with refugees, researchers conducted 38 interviews with key informants from 
organizations supporting refugees in Jordan including international and local NGOs, 
faith-based organizations, small business support programs, mobile payments service 
providers, and microfinance institutions.

Kenya
Context 

As of January 2021, more than half a million refugees were living in Kenya, forced 
from their homes by political violence and its aftermath in Somalia, South Sudan, 
Democratic Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Uganda, and Burundi. While Kenya 
has hosted refugees since its independence, larger flows began in the 1980s, and by 
the 1990s, the government had begun restricting refugees’ socio-economic freedoms.27 
By 2014, the government had made it a criminal offense for refugees to travel outside 
of Kakuma and Dadaab refugee camps without permission. 

Today, about 86% of refugees live in two large refugee camps, Dadaab and Kakuma, 
far from Kenya’s population and cultural centers, in remote and arid parts of the 
country. The average Somali or South Sudanese refugee has been displaced for 26 
years, with many residents born into displacement, living their entire lives in the 
confines of these two camps, struggling to become self-reliant, to build full and 
dignified lives in a country that is a reluctant, often hostile, host.

Research methods 

By the time COVID-19 arrived in Kenya, researchers had completed screening possible 
respondents in the Nairobi area and begun their first four interviews.28 They had 
planned to also sample in Mombasa, Eldoret, and Kakuma, but COVID-related travel 
and fieldwork restrictions made that impossible. Researchers instead invited all 
previously screened respondents in Nairobi to join the full sample and began modifying 
discussion guides to better suit conversations that would be conducted by phone. That 

26 Dhawan & Zademach, Empirical FINDings I, at 9.

27 Julie Zollmann, et. al., Refuge? Refugees’ stories of rebuilding their lives in Kenya (Epsilon, 2021).

28 Julie Zollmann & Catherine Wanjala, Running in Place, Castles of Sand, Finance in Displacement- Kenya, (August 2021).
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involved making discussions more structured, with interviewers typing notes for each 
response into Qualtrics data collection software. They also included some additional 
questions to track how respondents were coping with the COVID-19 economic shock. 

Midway through data collection, researchers sought to augment this data with 
two complementary activities. First, they set out to better understand the local 
religious and community-based institutions that our refugee respondents in Nairobi 
talked about in their own histories. Researchers interviewed leadership, members, 
and beneficiaries of three local institutions. They also gathered a group of young 
refugees outside of Nairobi and trained them to write their own detailed financial 
autobiographies. Those who were interested were then invited to collect and write the 
stories of up to four others in their communities. They hired Kenyan writers to work 
with participants to clarify, anonymize, and polish their stories both to deepen our 
understanding and to share with a Kenyan audience. 

Research sample

Researchers engaged a total of 110 refugee participants living both in and outside of 
Nairobi.29 Of the 80 participants in the core Nairobi sample, 45 participants were 
female and 35 were male. Participants came from Burundi, the Democratic Republic of 
Congo, Ethiopia, Somalia, and South Sudan. Ages of respondents ranged from 18-68, 
the average age being 31. In the sample of autobiographers from outside Nairobi, the 
team included 15 females and 15 males for a total of 30 participants. Participants were 
originally from Burundi, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Rwanda, Somalia, South 
Sudan, Sudan, and Uganda. Participants’ ages ranged from 20-45.

Uganda
Context 

Uganda is one of the most progressive host countries in the world. Refugees are 
permitted to enter Uganda without screening, and the 2006 Refugee Act and 2010 
Refugee Regulations grant refugees the right to work and freedom of movement and 
access to land, employment, education, and healthcare.30 The Refugee Settlement 
Model enables refugees to live in settlements, not camps, with access to land to grow 
food. 

Still, national and local regulations establish bureaucratic obstacles to refugees 
participating in both the formal and informal economies, such as refugee IDs and 
work permits. These obstacles also block refugees from use of formal financial 
services which often likewise require IDs. Economic resources in camp environments 
are scarce, and particularly without savings or relatives to ease integration, people 
struggle to establish livelihoods in the camps. Thus, refugees have increasingly left 

29 Zollmann & Wanjala, Running in Place, Castles of Sand, Finance in Displacement- Kenya (August 2021).

30 Karen Jacobsen & Kim Wilson, Supporting the Financial Health of Refugees, the FIND Study in Uganda and Mexico, 11, https://sites.
tufts.edu/journeysproject/files/2021/01/IRC_Report_Final.pdf.
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the settlements and moved to the impoverished urban slums around Kampala, or like 
more than 90% of refugees, live in rural settlements alongside local communities. Even 
so, there are few resources for Ugandan citizens let alone refugees. Most refugees 
work in the highly competitive informal economy, in occupations that provide little 
income, social protection, or job security. While UNHCR provides no material support 
for refugees in urban areas of Uganda, both aid agencies and religious organizations 
actively support people on arrival.

Research methods 

In Uganda,31 student researchers worked in two settings – a large rural refugee 
settlement called Bidi Bidi, and an urban setting, Kampala. They conducted 69 qualitative 
interviews, 43 in Kampala, and 26 in Bidi Bidi. They also spoke to NGO representatives, 
religious leaders, and other community gatekeepers etc., and reviewed recent research 
on refugees in Uganda. When COVID-19 hit, field research came to an end, and 
researchers decided to re-analyze the data already collected, re-focusing specifically 
on financial health. Eighteen Fletcher students were trained in qualitative data analysis, 
using a created and revised analysis framework developed by the research team.

Research sample 

Researchers conducted a total of 69 interviews in Uganda—43 in Kampala and 26 
in Bidi Bidi.32 Participants were originally from Burundi, the Democratic Republic of 
Congo, Rwanda, Somalia, and South Sudan. In Kampala, 21 participants were female 
and 22 male, while in Bidi Bidi 10 were female and 16 were male. Participants ranged in 
age from 20s to some in their late 50s.

Mexico
Context

Tijuana is one of the largest border cities in Mexico and the busiest border crossing in 
the Western Hemisphere. Historically, Tijuana has been a springboard into the U.S., 
with migrants staying in the city for short periods before crossing into California. In 
recent years, much larger numbers have arrived, including Central Americans fleeing 
gang violence and livelihoods destroyed by drought, Haitians fleeing the aftermath of 
repeated natural disasters and political disruption, and migrants from Africa and Asia, 
who make their way north after landing in South American countries like Brazil.33 

The Mexican government continues to struggle with the unprecedented influx of im-
migrants. Despite focus on expanding its asylum system and initiating a humanitarian 
visa program that allowed migrants to live, work, and access health and education  
 

31 Jacobsen & Wilson at 11.

32 Jacobsen & Wilson, Table 1. Interviews in Kampala and Bidi Bidi, 11.

33 Jacobsen & Wilson at 23.
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services in Mexico for one year, the country lacks the capacity to process the volume of 
migrants applying. Civil society organizations, religious institutions, and international 
bodies have stepped in to fill the gaps in resources and services.

Research methods 

During June-July 2019, two Fletcher researchers, both women and native speakers 
of Spanish and Haitian Creole respectively, conducted 33 in-depth interviews 
with Haitians and Central American migrants from Honduras, Guatemala, and El 
Salvador as well as 13 interviews with key informants from consular offices, banks, 
shelters, churches, government agencies, non-profit organizations, and international 
organizations.34 Each interview was conducted in the language of respondents 
and lasted one to two hours. The interviews were not recorded, but interviewers 
transcribed the interview, and then conducted an initial analysis and write-up of the 
data in late 2019. Respondents were recruited through introductions from restaurant 
owners, NGOs, and churches. 

Research sample

In Mexico, researchers conducted 33 interviews—9 females and 24 males, ranging in 
age from 20s to some in their 60s.35 Participants came from El Salvador, Guatemala, 
Honduras, and Haiti. Because some migrants were unwilling to speak with researchers, 
the sample is not representative of the different migrant nationalities in Tijuana. For 
example, respondents are not representative of the diversity within each migrant 
nationality—most Haitian respondents had higher levels of education.

34 Jacobsen & Wilson at 24.

35 Jacobsen & Wilson, Table 2. Nationality of Respondents in Tijuana; Table 3. Sex-Age and Nationality of Respondents in Tijuana, 25.
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II. Stories: Examples of Livelihood Phases

Arrival Phase
Welcoming economy

Uganda
Livelihoods: Isabelle 
and her husband fled 
to Uganda from DRC. 
Their arrival phase was 
marked by informal as-
sistance and handouts. 
Their first week was 
spent at a police station 
where they could get 
their necessary ref-
ugee papers. There, 
the officers gave them 
leftover food and they 
slept on the veranda of the station. They also encountered other Congolese refugees 
like the woman who opened her home to Isabelle and her husband for three months. 
During that time, the Congolese woman provided housing, and they received food from 
religious organizations in the area. 

Financial Services: Isabelle and her husband relied heavily and solely on Ugandan and 
refugee support in their arrival phase. The woman who opened her home to the newly 
arrived refugees was single with kids, and she had been in Uganda for eight years. Food 
assistance came from Jesuit Refugee Services. 

Mexico 
Livelihoods: Paola ar-
rived in Mexico from El 
Salvador with her hus-
band and three children. 
Her husband was able to 
get work cleaning hotel 
rooms, which was their 
only source of income 
while they submitted 
paperwork to apply for 
asylum with the local 
Commission for Refugee 
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Assistance—their application was ultimately denied without explanation—and 
UNHCR. UNHCR provided limited monthly aid that supported their family for the first 
few months in Mexico.

Financial Services: The first three months in Mexico for Paola and her family was 
spent in limbo, waiting on bureaucratic processes that would grant them legal status 
and documentation. They relied on humanitarian assistance and for their arrival in 
Tijuana after the process, they relied on her sister who would host them.

Less welcoming economy

Jordan 
Livelihoods: Zaheen, a 36-year-old Syrian female participant living in Jordan, is the head 
of one household in the Arrival Phase of her journey. She arrived in Jordan in early 2013 
with her husband, two sons, and one daughter and stayed at a camp for a few months. 
She was divorced 
shortly after arriving. 
At this point, Zaheen 
relied completely on 
humanitarian aid to 
provide for her family 
until she remarried a 
working man whose 
salary was able to cover 
their rent. Still, Zaheen 
depended on cash 
assistance from UNHCR 
and WFP to meet her 
children’s needs. 

Zaheen incurred an additional monthly cost in medical bills when she had her youngest 
daughter by caesarean section. A month after she gave birth, her husband was 
deported back to Syria, leaving Zaheen alone with four children. Despite picking up 
work as a housekeeper and continuing to rely on assistance from UNHCR and WFP for 
basic needs, Zaheen and her family were unable to think about anything beyond how 
to make ends meet every day.

Financial Services: After Zaheen left the camp, she started receiving UNHCR and 
World Food Programme (WFP) assistance. To meet her remaining financial needs, 
she relied on avoidance and cash assistance-based strategies, supplemented by 
remittances when possible. She frequently moved houses to save on rent, sold WFP 
vouchers to meet other expenses, and borrowed from her maternal family in case  
of a shortfall.
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Kenya
Livelihoods: Zara, her husband, and their four children fled to Kenya from Ethiopia 
after solders threatened her husband and assaulted her in her home. When they 
arrived in Kenya, they sat on a corner, trying to decide what to do next. There was a 
woman selling food there on the corner. Zara introduced herself and bought some food 
for her kids. 

Even though she lived in 
a crowded house with 
her five children and her 
mother, the woman took 
Zara and her family in. She 
collected donations of food 
and clothes for the Zara’s 
family. She then heard 
news that a friend of the 
host was leaving town, and 
Zara could take over their 
whole house, even the 
furniture that was going to stay behind so long as we could look after woman’s mother. 
So, she moved there with her family. Zara’s husband was a doctor back home, so he 
was able to care for the mother when he was ill. They did not have to pay a deposit 
to move in and rent was divided between their family and the mother who lived with 
them. 

Financial Services: When they arrived to Kenya, Zara and her family’s money came 
from what they had back in Ethiopia at the start. Zara, who ran a kiosk back home, and 
her husband, a doctor in Ethiopia had no understanding of financial services in Kenya, 
and little use for them because they were not yet working. They didn’t even know 
where to change their money into Kenyan money, so their host went out and changed 
it for them for things like rent. It was only for the generosity of the woman Zara met 
that they were not left on the streets with their children upon arrival.

Survivelihood Phase
Welcoming economy

Uganda
Livelihoods: Simon arrived in Kampala with his sister from South Sudan. At the police 
station, they were told Uganda was no longer taking South Sudanese refugees, so they 
were unable to secure any legal documents or refugee status. After asking friends in 
Kampala how they survived, Simon learned about the business of sending goods home 
to sell. He began a small business sending cereals from Uganda to his siblings who 
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remained in South Sudan. 
They would sell the ce-
reals then send proceeds 
back to him without tak-
ing any cut because they 
knew he was financially 
struggling in Uganda. 

Simon dreamt of more 
financial security and 
autonomy than his cereal 
business provided, so he 
enrolled in school study-
ing mechanical engineering, hoping to open his own garage someday. When a friend 
with legal documents was able to purchase and register a phone line for Simon, he 
began to use mobile money, which made it easier for him to pay his school fees. During 
the weekdays, he attends school, but still works as a broker for other South Sudanese 
on some weekends and takes any work that he can to bring in money like construction. 
Without legal documents, Simon had to register for school as South Sudanese, not a 
refugee, which increased his fees as a non-citizen. He is sometimes unable to pay rent, 
but fortunately his landlord has been very understanding about delays.

Financial Services: In South Sudan, Simon had a bank account here he kept his money 
from taxi driving and construction work. Once in Uganda, however, he said he had 
no use for his bank account and preferred the convenience and flexibility of mobile 
money. Access to mobile money was only available when Simon’s friend purchased and 
registered a phone for him. He plans to save up some money that will support his dream 
of opening his own garage, but for now, he is barely making ends meet in his day-to-day.

Mexico
Livelihoods: Houston—a former child soldier in El Salvador and FBI informant in the 
US— spent years in Mexico seeking professional and financial security for himself and 
his wife, as well as their children back in El Salvador. He began working without pay 
doing janitorial work at a migrant shelter. He continued working at the shelter where 
he was put in charge of the minors’ ward, teaching them technical skills. He left the 
shelter after working on a team to open a new chapter, but still without pay. Houston 
left to work with the family members of a priest he knew but was paid under $40 per 
week despite putting in twelve-hour workdays. So, he went to Tijuana and stayed on 
the floor of a former shelter resident.

In Tijuana, Houston found work at a manufacturing plant where he was paid $59 each 
week. Despite the low wages, he was able to save to afford his own rent. To build a 
more sustainable life for himself, he left the manufacturing plant to work for a man 
in construction, getting paid $89 each month until he was offered a management 
position, overseeing thirteen restaurants. He made the same pay as with the 
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construction job but 
had more flexibility 
with his schedule and 
had the opportunity 
for higher pay with 
overtime work. 
Houston faced 
routine racism and 
discrimination from 
Mexican employees 
who didn’t think he 
should be a supervisor 
because he was a 
migrant. Ultimately, 
poor treatment led 
him to leave the 
manager position. 

His next two jobs were for painting where he was paid $110-$140 per week, but after 
being accused of stealing on an airport remodeling project—an accusation his boss 
later revoked and apologized for after the culprit was caught—he left to find a new 
opportunity. He continued painting and has worked for the same boss for about one 
year earning $174 each week. He still faces racism from his Mexican colleagues, 
pushing him to the brink of quitting his job, but his boss attempts to provide some 
relief by sending him to work on his own, without partners, as a solution. 

Despite his constant hustle, Houston’s income is just enough to pay for rent and bills 
and whatever is left over goes to his children and mother in El Salvador. One day at 
work, Houston fell off a ladder and broke his back. He could not come up with the 
money to pay for the surgery he needed and was out of work for a month, leaving him 
and his wife scrambling to make ends meet. 

Financial Services: When Houston worked at the manufacturing plant, he was paid 
through a bank account. This experience proved an unreliable and unpleasant tool 
when he went to withdraw money, but after presenting his residency card, was asked 
for his passport, which he didn’t have. After seeing his tattoos, bank workers told him 
he was criminal and could not withdraw money. 

Since then, he hasn’t had a bank account and can’t afford one. He keeps his money 
hidden under his mattress. He uses Elektra to make monthly transfers to his family 
when he can. This is easier now because he has a passport. Before, he had to pay 
someone with a passport to send the money on his behalf.
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Less welcoming economy

Jordan 
Livelihoods: Abu Ahmad 
and Om Ahmad, an elderly 
Syrian couple, live in the 
city of Karak in Southern 
Jordan. They share their 
house with their younger 
son who got married 
around two years ago and 
recently had a baby. Before 
the pandemic they had a 
stable situation as their 
younger son worked at 
a café and received about $250 per month. The couple also received cash assistance 
of about $200 total from both UNHCR and WFP—less than half of the household’s 
annual income (47%) in the year before pandemic. This helped them secure basic 
needs like rent and some food expenses. 

Abu Ahmad and his wife had recently started a small home-based business making art 
pieces and vegetable pickles when we met them in R1. But the income from that was 
only marginal giving around $100 in peak months. In the first season, they spent the 
entire profit on household expenses. Thus, they were dependent on the younger son’s 
salary to meet household and medical expenses. 

Even though most of the household income came from work, Abu and Om Ahmad 
remained financially vulnerable and faced multiple setbacks. For instance, every year 
when his son was not working for two months as the university café closed, they 
had to borrow money to meet the monthly expenses—showing absence of savings. 
During the research period, Om Ahmad fell and hurt herself and the hospital bills and 
medication cost $850. The family had to cover this by borrowing from their family. 

The pandemic affected the family greatly. When one of their sons lost his job, they 
were evicted from their home, unable to pay rent despite borrowing funds. Their older 
son was also evicted from his home, and the family was unable to pay for their sons’ 
treatment of chronic medical conditions. Coincidently, the couple’s business had not 
been doing well. They were also shocked by the low demand for their pickles due the 
pandemic and ended up with unsold stock. 

Rent, medical treatment, and debts piled up for Abu and Om during the pandemic, but 
they remain optimistic about growing their small venture and supporting themselves 
once they can resume with their plans. 
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Financial Services: Even with their business and their sons’ assistance, Abu and Om 
relied on cash assistance from aid organizations like UNHCR and WFP. When they 
couldn’t make ends meet, the couple borrowed money from their family and personal 
network. 

Kenya
Livelihoods: Rosine and her family were forced to flee the Democratic Republic of 
Congo due to violence. When her husband fell ill and passed away, Rosine and her six 
children relocated from Rwanda to Nairobi, where they stayed in a 6x3 room provided 
at the refugee receiving center upon arrival. She quickly began searching for work to 
provide for her fam-
ily, finding a job at a 
restaurant through her 
church that paid $1.50 
per day.

While her work at the 
restaurant improved 
the children’s health, 
two of whom were 
regularly sick due to 
malnutrition, it was 
still not enough to 
provide for all their 
basic needs. She was able to borrow a friend’s phone to reach out to her brother-in-law 
who, fortunately, was willing to send $250, which allowed Rosine to purchase other 
essentials like clothes for the children and a phone for herself. He continued to send 
$100 occasionally to help Rosine afford unexpected expenses like hospital bills or 
medicine for the children. 

Rosine sought her own income to ensure consistent and sufficient finances for her 
family. She shared her idea of starting a restaurant with her in-laws who provided the 
startup capital of $4,500. With the help of a hired cook and her children, she is able to 
run the restaurant to meet her family’s basic needs. Each month, she puts away $100 
as savings, but any additional money made goes toward her family’s expenses and 
running their restaurant. She also faces challenges with the bureaucracy involved in 
obtaining and maintaining her business license and handling the police who demand 
bribes to allow the business to operate that cause financial setbacks.

Financial Services: Initially, Rosine’s low cash-flow did not necessitate financial 
services because she was When she received the initial remittance from her brother-
in-law, she was able to register an M-PESA account—a common mobile money 
financial service in Kenya—which she used to receive future remittances from her  
in-laws directly. Even after opening the restaurant, she did not have a bank account, 
but she was able to use her M-PESA account to put away her monthly savings.
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Ratcheting Phase
Welcoming economy

Uganda 
Livelihoods: Gilles left Rwanda to find a better job in Kampala. At first, he found work 
cleaning a salon where he made barely enough for basic food needs, so he still relied 
on support from friends. But, after six months working at the salon, he decided to 
rent a motorcycle 
and work as a driver 
where he made ten 
times his wage at the 
salon. He continued 
this arrangement, 
living with his friends 
for a year and a 
half. Gilles was then 
presented with the 
opportunity to invest 
in his own motorbike. 
With his savings and 
financial support 
from one of his uncles back in Rwanda who sent money via a mobile money service, he 
was able to upgrade from being an errand boy renting a motorcycle to a small business 
owner. He quickly began to see financial returns. 

As he befriended more Ugandans, Gilles met a “rich man who had a car that was 
registered with Uber.” He sold his motorbike for the same price he once paid for it and 
used the money to enroll in driving school to become officially registered as an Uber 
driver, borrowing his friend’s car. He began to see the fruits of his labor and was able 
to start sending money to his month and siblings in Rwanda, and he continued to save. 
Gilles continues to grow his financial life, looking forward to one day owning his own 
car and being his own boss at which point he hopes to build a home for his mother and 
support medical education for his younger brother.

Financial Services: When Gilles was driving his motorcycle, he was diligent about 
saving money, which he kept under his mattress. He trusted his friends deeply and 
never had any money stolen. Later, he registered his phone with a mobile money 
company and transitioned to saving in his mobile wallet. After buying his own 
motorcycle, he chose to open an account at a bank where he could save and manage 
larger sums. In order to open the account, he had to bribe a government official to 
secure a Ugandan driver’s license. This was necessary to get the account, but he 
worries about problems that may arise from carrying both Rwandan and Ugandan 
IDs. As he built his own financial life, Gilles used mobile money services to send 
remittances to his family. 
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Mexico 
Livelihoods: Jerome was a college student who repaired cell phones in Haiti. When 
they got to Mexico, he and his wife diligently saved at every opportunity. At first, his 
wife paid for their rent from her salary so he could save up and get into an informal 
savings group called a “soldes.”

Eventually, he got 
the idea to start 
an electronics 
repair business. His 
mother, a Mexican 
coworker, a Haitian 
man, and another 
friend lent him 
money that he 
used to register his 
first repair shop. 
With the income 
he earned from the business, he was able to pay back each of these loans and was 
even able to return the favor for his former coworker. He was able to hire an employee 
to help at the shop and sends remittances back to Haiti where he supports both his 
family and his wife’s. He attributes his business’ success to his honesty and integrity in 
his work. Many clients come from referrals. 

A little over a year and a half after starting his business, Jerome opened another 
electronic repair business for his wife, so they now have one business paying their 
monthly expenses, and the other allows them to save money. While their financial 
status has become more stable for now, Jerome points out that he and his family are 
still not fully integrated into their Mexican community where they face racism and 
exclusion. 

Financial Services: The informal savings group Jerome joined, the soldes, was 
instrumental in his initial momentum. Each week, every member contributes money 
to the group pot and one member gets to take it all home. Most recently, weekly 
contributions were $200 meaning, when it is his turn to take the pot, Jerome can 
choose to put that money away in a bank account he opened or invest that money 
back into his business. 
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Less welcoming economy (livelihood chasing)

Jordan
Livelihoods: Abu 
Samer is a Syrian in 
Jordan and a positive 
deviant in the financial 
journey of migrants 
throughout the studies 
done in Jordan and be-
yond. Abu has a family 
of fifteen and man-
aged to support them 
all by diversifying his 
income sources, rely-
ing on experience he’d honed in Syria. There, he owned a 50-seater bus that he drove 
for parliament and owned additional cars he rented out for supplementary income.

In Jordan, he began by renting mini-buses and trucks for a few months and saved up 
for a down payment of his own. He was then able to buy vehicles on installments, 
growing his assets. He then owned a 22-seater bus that he rented out to a school, 
providing Syrian school children with transportation, earning $2,500 each month. He 
was also able to purchase two more vehicles. He also partnered with a Jordanian to 
purchase a school that his two wives ran.

Despite building his own business, all assets he built were in the name of Jordanian 
partners due to legal restrictions that prohibit migrants from owning assets without 
a Jordanian business partner. This vulnerability came to the forefront several times. 
For example, one business partner cheated him, costing Abu two of the vehicles he’d 
purchased. In another instance, he was denounced to police on false changes, losing 
him stake in the school he owned. He was jailed on three occasions due to the informal 
nature of his business, once even deported to a camp at which point, he lost essential 
documentation. 

Abu demonstrated strong entrepreneurial acumen building his assets and obtaining 
technical training that brough tin income when assets were lost. Despite his ventures 
in Jordan and his investments in his children’s education, the limitations of legal 
ownership of his business stands are constant threats to anything he builds. 

Financial Services: Abu and his family received food support from WFP and rent 
support from the NRC for eighteen months, assisting in their ability to save at the 
beginning of his endeavors. Investment and reinvestment in their businesses was 
Abu’s family’s top priority. Researchers noted that while the business received funds, 
Abu’s home was hardly furnished, only having a mattress. Without being able to 
run his businesses or own them outright, Abu’s finances—his liquid assets and his 
businesses—proved insecure.
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Kenya
Livelihoods: Imani arrived at Kakuma Refugee Camp and immediately began seeking 
work. The academic credentials that he had earned in Uganda did not qualify him 
for any work opportunities, so he was advised to take up additional courses to 
upgrade his skills; he enrolled in an advanced diploma course in Computer ICT and 
a certificate course in engineering with Purdue University. He earned a position as 
an NGO warehouse assistant, but this salary was too low to live off of. He joined a 
savings group with 
colleagues. When 
it was his turn to 
collect the money in 
the group, he bought 
a smartphone, which 
allowed him to send 
emails and research 
jobs. 

His new phone also 
connected him to 
Whatsapp where 
he learned of his 
next opportunity as 
a research assistant 
with a British 
university. With the 
income from his 
research job as well as his savings group, he was able to save money to build and rent a 
semi-permanent structure; this income was used to support his mother. Imani and his 
friend then started an M-PESA business. 

Despite a diverse portfolio of skills, qualifications, and income streams, Imani was 
only one happening away from financial ruin. He was the victim of fraud that put his 
M-PESA business to an end. COVID-19 put a pause on his other income streams as 
well: his NGO position was put on hold; a scholarship he’d received to become an IT 
technician ended; one of his rental units was vacated; and due to overall income loss, 
his savings group ended because members were no longer able to make monthly 
contributions.

Financial Services: Imani’s chama—the informal financial savings group he joined 
with his colleagues—played a central role in his livelihood because it provided the 
investment money needed to pursue many of his income-generating endeavors. He did 
use M-PESA, but again, he used it as an income source (his business) more than as a 
financial service to manage his own money independently. 
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